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History shows that Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) was a devout member of
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CHAPTER 1.
BACH THE THEOLOGIAN
Every artifact and every piece of music Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) wrote
was stained with his religion. At the beginning of his sacred works, he commonly wrote
“Jesu Juve” (Jesus help me). This was a prayer that Bach prayed before composing. He
also made it standard to write “Soli Deo Gloria” (To God Alone Be the Glory) at the end
of his sacred works. Not as customary, he often wrote these words on his secular works
as well. Bach finds all his strength, purpose, and inspiration in obedience to God (Butt
1997, 52). Opening one’s mind to Bach’s faith might open new doors of perception to his
sacred St. Matthew Passion. Bach was no half-wit theologian – in fact he has come to be
known as the “fifth evangelist” (Marschall 2011, 78).
Bach managed to compose an abundance of pieces in his life and still found time
to study theology vigorously (Leaver 1985, 29). “For Bach, all music was religion;
writing it was an act of faith; and performing it was an act of worship. Every note was
dedicated to God and to nothing else . . . this is the spine of Bach’s work; simple faith”
(Bernstein 1959, 276). It is well known that Bach held close ties to Orthodox
Lutheranism, but there were many other sects of Christianity present in Bach’s time;
German Pietism, Calvinism, and of course the whole of the Roman Catholic Church, yet
Bach had “simple faith.” Though Bach enthusiastically studied theology, his faith was
based on the simple teachings of Jesus Christ (Bernstein 1959, 276).
1

This paper will be a study of Bach’s grandest sacred work, the St. Matthew
Passion. It will show how Orthodox Lutheranism and Lutheran Pietism influenced Bach
directly in his music. Upon examining how these two denominations of Christianity
impacted Bach’s life, the conclusion will be that though Bach is known to be a devout
Orthodox Lutheran, he saw past denominational differences and was in the end a “mere
Christian.” The term “mere Christian” is borrowed from the book Mere Christianity, by
C.S. Lewis (1898-1963). In his book, Lewis destroys all walls dividing the Christian faith
and unites the Church under the core beliefs that define a true follower of Jesus Christ
(Lewis 1952, IX).
In this sense Bach was a “mere Christian” and though a member of the Lutheran
denomination, his loyalty was to Christ before any branch of Christianity. His faith was
derived from numerous Christian denominations which influenced him to make a “mere
Christian” piece of music. To this day Bach’s St. Matthew Passion is used in a variety of
different sects of Christianity showing how it transcends denominations. Bach’s beautiful
and timeless St. Matthew Passion stands as a testament of both Bach’s musical genius
and his faith in Jesus Christ (Bettmann 1995, 172).
Bach’s personal copy of the Calov Bible was rediscovered in Frankenmuth,
Michigan, in June of 1934. The Calov Bible is a 17th century bible owned by Bach with
Martin Luther (1483-1546) commentary. Once it was translated and published, it shows
that Bach was very diligent in studying the Bible commentary, making many comments
and corrections in the margins. One of the first marginal notes written by Bach is next to
Genesis 26:33, claiming that he knows of a village called Schwereborn (Schwörborn),
which is the German equivalent of the Hebrew name Beersheba, the city mentioned in
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Genesis. Next to I Chronicles 25, a chapter describing King David’s musicians, Bach
wrote, “This chapter is the true foundation of all church music pleasing to God” (Leaver
1985, 29). Bach dedicated a great deal of time to studying theology and any listener
should do the same to better understand his compositional drive in the St. Matthew
Passion. “The mechanics of Bach’s faith – the structured and systematic way he applied
his religion to his working practices – is something that anyone searching to understand
him either as a man or as a composer needs to address” (Gardiner 2013, 126).
It is not certain when Bach started composing the St. Matthew Passion, and there
is even some debate on the date of its first performance. It’s believed that the first
performance was in the St. Thomas Church in Leipzig on April 15, 1729, but some
scholars have suggested that it was performed on April 11, 1727. Regardless Bach
continued to make revisions to his St. Matthew Passion, and it’s the 1740 version that is
heard today. Bach’s librettist for the grand work was Christian Friedrich Henrici (17001764) who was better known by his pseudonym, Picander (Young 1994, 43).
Picander was Bach’s primary librettist throughout his life and the two men had
been working together for many years prior to their collaboration on the St. Matthew
Passion. Bach clearly respected the talents of Picander by placing his name on the title
page of the St Matthew score. Picander was a skilled poet and brilliant playwright which
is why Bach also hired him as librettist for his St. John Passion, which Bach began in the
winter of 1722 during his employment at Cöthen (Young 1994, 28). Picander’s writing
style was fitting with Bach’s compositional style because both men possessed the talent
of speed and brilliance. Because Picander wrote the libretto for Bach’s Cantata No. 202
“Weichet nur, betrübte Schatten” (“Wedding Cantata”) in 1725, there is good reason to
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believe that Picander helped with the many revisions to Bach’s St John Passion through
the years. The St John Passion was first performed in 1724 but significant alterations
were made just a year later when it was performed on Good Friday in 1725. Bach used
the new opening chorus, “O Mensch, bewein’ dein’ Sünde groβ” (O Man, bewail your
great sin), in his 1725 revision. This same chorus would be used as the closing chorus for
part I in the 1736 revision of the St. Matthew Passion, which is in the St. Matthew
Passion known today. Because Bach incorporated bits and pieces of his St John Passion
into his St. Matthew Passion we can assume that he started composing the latter very
early on. Bach continued making changes to both Passions all the way up to his death
(Lederer 2008, 20-22).
The St. Matthew Passion was known as “The Great Passion” in the Bach home.
Not only was the music respectively “great” but the libretto conjoins three sources of text
and reigns supreme out of all Passion librettos in history (Gardiner 2013, 397). It is
important to note that even though Picander was the librettist, Bach had a strong opinion
on what text would be used in his “Great Passion.” He selected the Gospel chapters and
decided on what chorale texts would be used, as well as their placement within the whole
of his masterwork. Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965), a theologian, organist, and a Bach
enthusiast, believed Bach led in the collaboration with Picander. Bach’s detailed
approach to the musical setting of the libretto was such that Picander was working under
his supervision (Schweitzer 1966, 208-10). The text comes from three main sources, two
of which will be linked to specific sects of Lutheranism:

	
  

•

The Bible: Gospel of St. Matthew, chapters 26 and 27;

•

German Lutheran “chorales” (Orthodox Lutheranism); and
4

•

Meditative Christian poems by Picander (Lutheran Pietism). (Lederer 2008,
10-12)

Even though this is a formidable piece of music the construction can be broken
down simply. In his setting, Bach makes the story easy to follow, presenting one scene at
a time. He begins scenes with the direct Bible verses sung by the Evangelist or by
miscellaneous characters. When a scene comes to an end Bach uses the chorales, the solo
recitatives, and arias to comment on what has just taken place in the scene before. Bach
uses the chorus two different ways throughout the piece. At times the chorus is part of the
scene acting as extra characters. An example is when the chorus is an angry crowd
shouting “Er ist des Todes schuldig!” (He is guilty of death!). Other times the chorus is
outside the scene, commenting on what just happened. Bach also accommodates the
audience with an introductory and closing chorus to both parts of his St. Matthew
Passion. Finally, Bach provides a visually easy score to follow by giving clear separation
of scenes using clearly marked titles (Lederer 2008, 29-30).
Of the extraordinary large catalogue of Bach’s works, his St Matthew is the
biggest single composition he ever wrote. Not only the length, which can take up to three
hours to perform, but also the magnitude of the score itself. The piece calls for two main
choruses and a third children’s chorus which would have been an all young-boys chorus
in Bach’s time. He uses two orchestras, which were considerably smaller in the 18th
century, yet notably still very rare to witness in that era. Not only does the St. Matthew
Passion call for four vocal soloists to sing the arias and recitatives, it also has eleven
different characters in the score. Most of the time one of the soloist may sing for multiple
characters, regardless the piece remains respectfully grand. The Evangelist role is sung by
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a tenor and embodies St. Matthew narrating the Passion story. A list of “Voices and
Characters” are:
Evangelist
Jesus
Peter (Petrus)
Judas
Pilate (Pilatus)
Pontifex I
Pontifex II
Witnesses (Die Zeugen)
First Servant Girl (Erste Magd)
Second Servant Girl (Zweite Magd)
Pilate’s Wife (Pilati Weib)

Tenor
Bass
Bass
Bass
Bass
Bass
Bass
Tenor, Alto
Soprano
Soprano
Soprano

Soprano Solo
Alto Solo
Tenor Solo
Bass Solo
Chorus (Coro) I
Chorus (Coro) II
Bach’s exceptional implication of harmony throughout the piece depicts the
painful sacrifice of Christ with minor and dissonant chords. Then the music naturally
flows into major keys showing that through sacrifice comes atonement. All characters
including the Evangelist, Peter, Pilate, and Judas are accompanied by organ and continuo
playing simple short chords while the libretto is sung in a traditional recitative manner
(Young 1994, 43-67).
Yet Bach wanted Jesus to clearly standout from the other characters. He decided
to use a string orchestra to accompany Jesus. This has come to be known as the “halo of
strings” which surrounds Jesus and “floats round the utterances of Christ like a glory”
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(Pelikan 2003, 79). There is one moment Bach removes the string orchestra from
accompanying Jesus (fig. 1).
Figure 1. “Und von der sechsten Stunde an” (And from the sixth hour on) Mvt 71

By taking a look at this scene, the reader will have a better understanding of Bach’s
theological knowledge and the overall objective behind St. Matthew Passion. Author
Jaroslav Pelikan describes it best in his book, Bach Among the Theologians:
Bac(h) see(s) that the absolutely appropriate place to suspend the “halo” leitmotiv
was at the cry of dereliction, “Eli, Eli, Lama Sabachthani,” and the translation of
the cry (a fourth higher), “My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?” The
glory of the Father was withdrawn from the solitary figure on the cross: there has
been a “halo” for Christ’s prediction of the crucifixion at the very beginning of
the narrative, and for his prediction of the betrayal, and for every statement of his
after that (especially, of course, for his declaration of his sovereignty [Matthew
26:64], “Hereafter you will see the Son of man seated at the right hand of Power,
and coming on the clouds of heaven”); but now he is all alone and forsaken.
(Pelikan 2003, 80)
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When Christ uttered “My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me,” many
sceptics have interpreted this moment as the moment Jesus doubted His own mission and
purpose. Hermann Samuel Reimarus (1694-1768) was a German philosopher who lived
during Bach’s time and wrote a book arguing against Christianity. Some credited him
with starting the quest for the Historical Jesus and a few Bach scholars like Albert
Schweitzer were fans of Reimarus theology. Publically Reimarus defended the Christian
faith with books such as The Principal Teachings of the Christian Religion, published in
1754. Yet, in his private life he had been dedicated to writing a book entitled Apologia
for the Rational Worshipers of God, which “was a radical attack on most of those
‘Principal Teachings of the Christian religion’ in the name of a thoroughgoing
rationalism and deism” (Pelikan 2003, 89). In his Rational Worshipers of God, Reimarus
states a very different view of the Passion Story compared to Bach’s:
When Jesus saw that the people did not shout “Hosanna to the son of David” as
enthusiastically as did the disciples, but rather that they forsook him, he abstained
from showing himself in the temple. He had not the courage to celebrate the
Passover festival in the right manner. . . . He began to quiver and to quake when
he saw that his adventure might cost him his life. Judas betrayed his hiding-place,
and pointed out his person. He was taken the night before the fourteenth Nisan,
and after a short trial was crucified, before the slaughtering of the Passover lambs
in the temple had begun. He ended his life with the words, “Eli, Eli, lama
sabachthani? My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?” (Matthew 27:46) - a
confession which can hardly be otherwise interpreted than that God had not
helped him to carry out his intention and attain his object as he had hoped he
would have done. It was then clearly not the intention or the object of Jesus to
suffer and to die, but to build up a worldly kingdom, and to deliver the Israelites
from bondage. It was in this that God had forsaken him, it was in this that his
hopes had been frustrated. (Reimarus and Talbert 1970, 149-150)
Christian theology teaches that when Jesus uttered “My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me” this was His most devout and obedient moment. That was the moment
that all sin and evil was consumed by Christ, consummating God’s will. “God made Him
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who had no sin to be sin for us, so that in Him we might become the righteousness of
God” (2 Cor. 5:21 [NIV]). God placed the sin of the world on Jesus and for that moment
the Son was separated from the Father. Jesus bore the pain of God’s absence so that no
one in humanity would ever have to experience that abandonment. Bach suspended the
“halo of strings” here because he understood that for that brief moment Jesus experienced
Hell, not doubt (Johnson 1992, 608-10). The entirety of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion was
written as a meditation to understand Jesus’s sacrifice and the piece still serves that very
purpose today.
To understand the bulk of Bach’s theology one merely needs to try and
understand the theology of the denomination that Bach considered home. Many Bach
scholars like Walter Blankenburg (1903-1986) state that “For all serious Bach research
there is no question, that Bach’s real spiritual home was Orthodox Lutheranism” (Leaver
1985, 13). Of all the denominations, Bach was closest to the mind of Orthodox
Lutheranism; therefore, he was closest to the mind of Martin Luther. To grasp a better
understanding of Martin Luther’s theology is to grasp a better understanding of Bach’s
theology. Yet Bach’s faith transcended denominations. When talking of Bach’s faith,
Karl Hermann Bitter (1813-1885) said:
He was in truth a sincere Christian; and his deep religious feeling is shown
throughout his life. He was a zealous Lutheran; his healthy mind was not troubled
with doubts, but he had not, like so many, passively remained in the church in
which he was brought up; he had made its creed his own by faithful study and
mature reflection; had embraced it with his understanding, and impressed it on his
heart, and his life was shaped in conformity to it. (Bitter and Shuttleworth 1873,
496)
Bach knew as well as Luther that a true Christian is commanded to follow Christ and
none other. Luther himself was terrified of the idea that Christians were calling
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themselves Lutherans. Luther said “I pray you to leave my name alone, and not to call
yourselves Lutherans, but Christians.” The two men never placed religion before truth
(Michelet and Hazlitt 1846, 262).
Comparing Luther and Bach to one another makes a great deal of sense. Luther
was a theologian who had a love for music and taught that music would “make the text
come alive,” referring to scripture (Gardiner 2013, 402). Bach was a musician who had a
love for theology. The German book, Bach-Dokumente, is the primary source for Hans
David and Arthur Mendel’s The New Bach Reader, in which they reveal that Bach
believed “the aim and final reason of all music should be none else but the glory of God
and refreshing the soul. Where this is not observed there will be no music, but only a
devilish hubbub” (David 1998, 17).
Both were devout men of faith who used music to preach the Gospel. It seems one
mind occupied two men in two different time periods. Bach scholar Hans Preuss made
the claim “Bach is Luther” in 1922, which may have been suggesting reincarnation
(Lloyd 2007, 5-32). Both were well educated men, and during these times theology,
music, and education went hand and hand. Both were teachers and Luther said, “I always
loved music; whoso has skill in this art, is of a good temperament, fitted for all things.
We must teach music in schools; a schoolmaster ought to have skill in music, or I would
not regard him; neither should we ordain young men as preachers, unless they have been
well exercised in music” (Luther, Hazlitt, and Chalmers 1872, 340).
Luther himself played the lute as a young boy and both Bach and Luther were
talented young vocalists. As musicians it is obvious who is the greater of the two, but
Luther’s hymns, which will be discussed in a later chapter, have stood longer in the
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storms of time than all of Bach’s compositions. Luther was a very skilled musician, but
no one can compare to the king of the Baroque era. Bach cherished Luther’s music and
used his music an abundance of times in his own compositions, including his St. Matthew
Passion (Leaver 2007, 238).
Luther once stated, “Next to the Word of God, only music deserves being extolled
as the mistress and governess of the feelings of the human heart” (Buszin 1946, 81). He
called music the wife of theology (Scaer 2004, 320). Bach said “Where there is
devotional music, God is always at hand with His gracious presence” (Gardiner 2013,
263). Thanks to Luther’s prestigious view of music, music took a whole new form and
function in the Church. And thanks to Bach, Luther’s theology was made perfect in
Bach’s music.
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CHAPTER 2.
MARTIN LUTHER
In July 1505, a young law student was on his way back to Erfurt University after
visiting his parents in Mansfeld, Germany. He was alone travelling on foot on a small
road just outside the Saxon village of Stotternheim. As he got closer to the village so too
a great storm approached. Soon the young man was feeling the rage of the storm (Bainton
1950, 1). First rain, thunder, then a bolt of lightning so close that it knocked him off his
feet. Lying in the mud and feeling death’s presence, he ponders his soul’s destination as
he is paralyzed with fear. He shouts a loud prayer to the saint of miners, “Holy St. Anne,
holy St. Anne, save me! Let me live! Please, let me live! Mercifully hear me and I will
become a monk!” (D. Wilson 2010, 1).
That young law student was Martin Luther and many believe this event was the
true beginning of Lutheranism and the Protestant Reformation. The following year Luther
walked into an Augustinian monastery and took his vows to become a monk. One year
after that he was ordained a priest. Unaware of his own destiny, the very things that
brought Luther to become a monk, he would later rebuke completely. He would recant
the cult of the saints and discard monasticism, once a servant to the Pope, he would later
compare the papacy to the antichrist. The faithful Catholic boy would be the very man to
shatter the structure of the Catholic Church (Bainton 1950, 5-6).
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Lutheranism is one of the oldest denominations resulting from the Protestant
Reformation. Protestantism itself is a general term for a great deal of different
denominations in the Christian faith. Generally all Protestants reject the Catholic Church;
however, the number of denominations among the Protestants is so numerous, that the
theology of the different denominations can be polar opposites. The Protestant
Reformation is often credited to Luther himself after he posted his famous Ninety-Five
Theses on the Castle Church of Wittenburg on the 31st of October in 1517 (McKim 2003,
26). Luther at the time had no intentions of splitting from the Catholic Church, he simply
sought to rid the Catholic Church of its corruptions.
Though history credits the start of the Reformation with Luther, he was not the
first to plea for reform in the Catholic Church. In the 14th century in Oxford, England,
was a professor by the name of John Wycliffe (1320-1384). He was one of the first men
to challenge the authority of the Pope, question the divided hierarchy between the laity
and the priest, and preach against indulgences. Like Luther, he translated the Latin and
Greek Bible to the vernacular – not German but English. He believed that the average
man comprehended the Bible very well and in many cases better than the trained priests
and cardinals. Wycliffe preached that all believers should have full access to the Bible in
its entirety, instead of selected verses told to them from a priest. For “Christ did not write
his teachings on tablets of stone or on the skins of animals [parchment], but in the hearts
of men” (Friedenthal 1970, 306).
Another noteworthy predecessor to Martin Luther was a professor from Prague
University named Jan Hus (1369-1415), a disciple of Wycliffe. He was a Bohemian
priest and was considered a national hero who gathered many followers to his cause.
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Following in Wycliffe’s footsteps and paving the way for Luther, he preached against
indulgences and condemned the corruption of the Catholic Church (D. Wilson 2010, 40).
He was granted safe passage by the Roman Emperor to present his grievances but this
agreement was not honored, and he was burnt alive at the stake. It is believed that he
prophesied Luther’s coming just before he died. Calmly he joked about his imminent
death saying, “Now they roast a goose, but in a hundred years they will hear a swan
singing, which they will not be able to do away with. . .” (McKim 2003, 243). In Luther’s
time, the swan became a typical sign for his works.
After Hus’s execution, his followers known as Hussites, rebelled against the
Catholic Church. This damaged the Catholic Church’s strong hold on keeping all
believers under their control and was a precursor to the much larger schism Luther would
invoke. After the rebellion two Czech churches were formed completely independent of
Rome and even acquired German members. They were known as the Utraquists and the
Unitas Fratrum (The Union of Bohemian Brethren). Reform to the Church started long
before Luther, but his theological ideas would be the culmination of what so many
reformers before him died attempting to achieve (D. Wilson 2010, 40-41).
Thus Luther’s Ninety-Five Theses was not the start of the Reformation, it was the
moment Luther’s voice was heard in the great debate against the Catholic Church (Luther
2010). In just a few weeks, the Latin-written theses were translated to the German
language making it accessible to the common people and bringing fame to Luther. While
many may not have understood the theological arguments, the overall message was clear;
that he felt the Catholic Church was corrupt. However, when Luther’s Ninety-Five Theses
reached Pope Leo X (1475-1521) he dismissed the writings as just more ramblings of a
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“drunk monk” (McKim 2003, 182). But after a year of Luther’s Ninety-Five Theses’ wild
popularity, which even alarmed Luther, Pope Leo decided to take action. Luther met with
Thomas Cardinal Cajetan, the Pope’s Legate of Wittenberg, where he investigated Luther
several times in the span of a week. Cajetan was told by Pope Leo to persuade Luther to
recant, and if he couldn’t, then a trial in Rome would take place. Luther did not recant
and no trial was held because of the death of Emperor Maximilian I in 1519, which halted
the persecution of Luther. Once the new emperor Charles V was crowned, Pope Leo
issued a papal bull to Luther. This officially charged Luther with heresy, giving him sixty
days to recant or be excommunicated. On October 10, 1520, Luther received the papal
bull and exactly two months later, he publicly burnt the document. Less than a month
after burning the bull and almost four years after nailing his Ninety-Five Theses to the
Castle Church door, Luther was finally excommunicated from the Roman Catholic
Church on January 3, 1521 (McKim 2003, 182).
After being excommunicated by the Pope, Luther went before the Holy Roman
Emperor Charles V at the Diet of Worms in April of 1521 (Gardiner 2013, 126). With the
help of Prince Fredrick III, Elector of Saxony (1463-1525), an arrangement was made for
safe passage to and from the meeting. Luther was well aware of Jan Hus’ fate and the
fraudulent agreement that led to Hus’ martyrdom. After Luther humbly refused to recant
and passionately defended his theology, he decided to retreat back to Wittenberg before
the council made a decision; however, Luther never made it back to Wittenberg. After
getting word that the Emperor had declared him an outlaw and a heretic, Luther went into
hiding at the Castle of Wartburg in Eisenach, Bach’s home town (D. Wilson 2010, 4053).
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There he grew his beard long and took the alias of a Knight named George, a
somewhat comical image. Luther made good use of his time in exile by translating the
Greek New Testament into German so that the commoners of Germany might read the
sacred text in the vernacular. He continued to study, meditate, and develop his theology
all the while being pursued by the Holy Roman Empire. Then in 1522, after the death of
Pope Leo X and with Charles V well distracted with politics, Luther was able to return to
his public life in Wittenberg (D. Wilson 2010, 327).
Luther continued to argue his theology, but not just against the Catholic Church.
Luther’s vernacular translation of the Bible gave all classes of people access to Christ and
His teachings. Because of this, individuals were now free to draw their own conclusions
and theories in theology, a danger the Catholic Church wanted to avoid by guarding the
sacred text. Luther would continue to debate and encourage Biblical truth until his death
on 18 February 1546 in the town of his birth, Eisleben (D. Wilson 2010, 330).
Orthodox Lutheranism
Luther’s beliefs and the beliefs of Orthodox Lutherans can be found in hundreds
of theological writings by Luther. All of his theological beliefs and writings are based on
the Bible, which, like St Augustine, Luther declared to be a higher authority than any
bishop or teacher of the church and the sole source of spiritual truth (D. Wilson 2010,
62). This declaration is one of many reforms that caused such strife with the Catholic
Church. This paper will supply a handful of the theological issues Luther raised.
Focusing on the ecclesiastical abuses which the Holy Roman Catholic Church exploited
for political and economic power, Luther’s theology resurrected what he saw as Christ’s
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true message and destroyed the dictators of hypocrisy, who twisted the truth to do evil
(Old 1998a, 7).
The first of these theological ideas and possibly the most well-known, is the
Doctrine of Justification by Faith Alone. Before Luther came to understand this
theological idea, he, like so many people today with a childish Sunday-School education
in Christianity, believed Christ not to be merciful but a mean-spirited judge. Luther
thought Christ to be the first devil, and would pray to the Virgin Mary to calm her Son’s
anger (Fife 1957, 123). In his search for God, Luther prayed earnestly to understand a
specific verse in the Bible which had troubled him his entire life, “For in the gospel the
righteousness of God is revealed – a righteousness that is by faith from first to last, just as
it is written: “The righteous will live by faith” (Rom. 1:17). Most theologians of Luther’s
time had interpreted this verse as the “justice with which God punishes sinners” (Fife
1957, 198), but Luther’s revelation and what he saw as an accurate interpretation granted
him peace.
At last, by the mercy of God, meditating day and night, I gave heed to the context
of the words, namely, “In it the righteousness of God is revealed, as it is written,
‘He who through faith is righteous shall live.’” There I began to understand that
the righteousness of God is that by which the righteous lives by a gift of God,
namely by faith. And this is the meaning: the righteousness of God is revealed by
the gospel, namely, the passive righteousness with which merciful God justifies
us by faith, as it is written, “He who through faith is righteous shall live.” Here I
felt that I was altogether born again and had entered paradise itself through open
gates. There a totally other face of the entire Scripture showed itself to me.
Thereupon I ran through the Scriptures from memory. I also found in other terms
an analogy, as, the work of God, that is, what God does in us, the power of God,
with which he makes us strong, the wisdom of God, with which he makes us wise,
the strength of God, the salvation of God, the glory of God. (Luther 1957, 336337)
With this one revelation, so many tenets of the Catholic Church that Luther considered
non-Biblical became obvious to him. Not one man or woman can earn their salvation
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through good works. “For all sin and fall short of the glory of God” (Rom. 3:23), and
only through God’s grace and nothing else, could one have salvation and true
forgiveness. Luther believed the Catholic Church failed to teach forgiveness through
grace alone. Rather they taught a multitude of things one must do to achieve salvation
and avoid eternal damnation, often contradicting Jesus’s words, “I desire mercy, not
sacrifice” (Matt. 9:13).
Starting with the sacrifice of the congregations’ money, the Catholic Church
profited off of people’s fear and guilt with the doctrine of indulgences. Luther started his
campaign for reform by examining the doctrine of indulgences, which was the primary
issue in his Ninety-Five Theses. In fact, before ridiculing this doctrine he thoroughly
studied the theological grounds in which indulgences were being practiced and brought
his findings to other believers before famously nailing them to the Castle Church door.
He concluded that there were substantial gaps in reason for indulgences and only saw the
obvious financial benefits for the papacy. To him, the doctrine of indulgences was a
completely man-made doctrine. This conclusion led Luther to question the authority of
the Catholic Church and the papacy (McKim 2003, 93).
He began a comprehensive study of the Catholic Church’s doctrines in
comparison to Biblical text. With the papacy in question, Luther presented his next
reform which would “turn the hierarchy of the church upside down and plant a biblical
theological foundation” back at the center of Christianity (McKim 2003, 99). This would
be the profound establishment of a universal priesthood; that all believers are priests in
the eyes of God. Luther came to this conclusion very slowly, unlike his epiphany of the
doctrine of justification. He struggled to understand the difference between the priest and
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the laity, other than the responsibilities in the church service. He wrote “for no matter
how much I reflect on it, I find nothing to say except what concerns ceremonies. . . If you
take away the ceremonies and human statutes, all is equal” (Fife 1957, 489). No longer
were priests needed to communicate with God, for the individual believer could
commune directly with God without using a priest as a medium. This revelation greatly
diminished the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.
The pope or bishop anoints, makes tonsures, ordains, consecrates, or dresses
differently from the laity, may make a hypocrite or an idolatrous oil-painted icon,
but it in no way makes a Christian or spiritual human being. In fact, we are all
consecrated priests through Baptism, as St. Peter in 1 Peter 2:9 says, “You are a
royal priesthood and a priestly kingdom,” and Revelation 5:10, “Through your
blood you have made us into priests and kings.” (Luther and Jacobs 1947, 66)
Now that priests were considered to have no special powers for communication with God
and all believers were now considered priests and kings, the Pope’s authority was in peril.
The common man was beginning to understand the biblical teachings and believe that all
were equal in the eyes of God, and so believers must too see the world through God’s
eyes.
From Luther’s point of view, Pope Leo X was a decent man who was lied to
about his own authority. He was told that he possessed ecclesiastical powers, that he
alone can properly interpret the Holy Scriptures, and only he can call a council of the
Church (Fife 1957, 514). Because he was not theologically intelligent, primarily
concerning himself with a lavish lifestyle and maintaining political power, he did not
recognize the corruptions going on around him and the falsity of his authority. When
Muslims marched into Vienna in 1521, he was more concerned with the extravagant
construction of the St. Peter’s Church than an invading empire (Marius 1999, 87).
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Regardless, Luther wrote Pope Leo X warning him of the corruption of the
Roman Court and the cardinals, wanting to believe that the Pope was innocent of these
false teachings. He told Pope Leo X in a letter “you are sitting like a lamb in the midst of
wolves, like Daniel in the midst of the lions” (Luther and Wace 1896, 248). Even when
Luther was excommunicated he believed in Pope Leo’s innocence so much and the papal
office so corrupt, that he insisted that the papal bull sent to him was done so without Pope
Leo’s approval (Marius 1999, 249). Luther never spoke directly against Leo the man, it
was the papacy itself which Luther rejected and described as “a den of licentious thieves,
a brothel of the most shameless, and the kingdom of sin, death, and hell, so that it could
not be worse if Antichrist came” (Marius 1999, 266). But to reject the Pope’s authority
was also rejecting the idea that German Christians should have to pay taxes to an Italian
Pope, which concerned Pope Leo X and all those wealthy members of the papal office.
Naturally those who worship money will do all that is necessary to keep from losing it.
Luther challenged all the things that gave the Roman Catholic Church its strong hold over
Europe. Thanks to him, the Pope’s authority was now in question, which diminished the
papacy’s financial income and political power. The influence the Church had over the
people was shrinking, ultimately freeing people’s minds to make their own decisions on
faith (D. Wilson 2010, 137).
Of the long list of reforms Luther accomplished, one of the greatest was the
translating of the Bible to the German vernacular. Not only was this a breakthrough for
Christianity, but it was a huge advancement in literature and the German language. While
in exile at the Wartburg castle, Luther managed to translate the New Testament from
Greek to German in only eleven weeks. Luther was not the first to translate the Bible by
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any means, but his translation was far superior than those of his predecessors (McKim
2003, 63).
Seventeen years before Luther was born, a German printer by the name of Johann
Gutenberg had sophisticated the ancient technique of printing by using movable type, and
produced the German Gutenberg Bible of 1466. It would be edited, corrected, and a
revised version was produced the same year Luther was born. So why the big fuss over
Luther’s German translation of the Bible? Well not only was Luther’s translation
linguistically more exquisite, but because of Luther’s theological knowledge it was by far
the most precise and authoritative translation to date. 3,000 copies of his New Testament
translation were released in September 1522, which sold out in just a few days. Between
1522 and 1533, eighty-five editions were created, all the while Luther had begun
translating the Old Testament. Then in 1534, Luther’s first edition of his German Bible
was completed and published. In Wittenberg alone, more than 100,000 copies were sold,
which does not include the large amount of illegal copies that were produced. From a
Protestant’s point of view, providing the scriptures in the vernacular threatened the
Catholic Church. This gave the people the ability to interpret and understand the text for
themselves, which went against Catholic ideology that only the papacy could properly
interpret the Bible. It is true that once the commoners had the scriptures for themselves,
they could misinterpret the teachings and spread false doctrine; however, the commoners
also could find the corruptions of the Catholic Church with the Bible at hand. Christ’s
words become free knowledge to all (McKim 2003, 10-13).
There are many more reform ideas Luther presented. Of the seven sacraments of
the Catholic Church, Luther rejected five of them, only accepting baptism and holy
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communion. He rejected most of them because they could not be found in the Bible and
for Luther, scripture alone was the source of God’s commandments. The first of these
sacraments is the sale of indulgences, which has already been discussed; the next is the
concept of confession. Because of the reform of universal priesthood, all Christians were
considered priests and one could simply confess his or her sins to a fellow believer. Yet
Luther taught confessing one’s sins to any fellow believer was simply good practice, but
was not enough for true forgiveness (McKim 2003, 101). In many situations believers are
not completely conscious of their own sins, so one must “go into your room, close the
door” (Matt. 6:6) and confess your sins in prayer directly to God. In addition, Luther uses
the Book of Matthew to reject praying to the saints. Jesus taught “Pray to your Father,
who is unseen” (Matt. 6:6) and ask for Him to forgive, not saints. Luther rejected the idea
of pilgrimages in 1520 in his letter to The Christian Nobility, believing that it was yet
another effort to do good deeds for justification. Many treated their pilgrimage as if it
were a vacation and sinned more, not less. He also condemned the elaborate ritual of the
Catholic mass because it seemed the monotonous ritual was replacing the devout
scripture reading. And finally, Luther believed that the clergy had the right to marry
because the supposed first Pope, St. Peter, was believed to be married and therefore this
sacrament had no biblical authority (McKim 2003, 140).
Luther did far more for the Reformation than these few reforms. Luther continued
to preach his views until his death, but his theology lives on to this day. Many of Luther’s
teachings took different forms and spread through all the states of Germany, then all of
Europe, and eventually crossed the Atlantic with emigrants traveling to the New World.
Other denominations branched off of Lutheranism, many of which Luther was mortified
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by and preached against. Yet it was Luther who opened Pandora’s box to wild and
unorthodox theology. Once all men and women could read the sacred text, all men and
women would produce their own interpretations (Gritsch 2010, 173).
With the divide between Protestant States and Roman Catholic States so great,
war broke out from 1618-1648. This is now known as the Thirty Years’ War. It took
several different treaties to make peace between the two sides (P. Wilson 2009, 758). The
casualties of this war were devastating to the German states, so much so that many states’
populations were diminished by 25-to-40 percent. “Fairly reliable data from Württemberg
indicate the population fell by 57 percent between 1634 and 1655” (P. Wilson 2009,
789). Once the war came to an end Orthodox Lutheranism was still very much the
majority in the German states; however, the Age of Enlightenment was upon Germany.
Rationalism, materialism, and numerous new denominations sprang up in Europe, many
branching off of Lutheranism, such as Pietism (Gritsch 2010, 263). This off-shoot
denomination will be discussed in a later chapter.
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CHAPTER 3.
LUTHERAN PIETISM
There was no escaping Pietism for Bach. It seemed impossible for him not to hear
about the movement and even more impossible for a theological enthusiast like Bach to
ignore a reform regarding Orthodox Lutheranism. Not only was Bach alive during the
same time as Pietism’s two central founders, Philipp Jakob Spener (1635-1705) and
August Hermann Francke (1663-1727), he visited many of the same towns and churches
associated with Pietism, often walking the same path as these two did. Bach even
attempted to get the position as organist at the University of Halle in 1713, the same time
Francke was the professor of theology at Halle, making the university the theological
capital for Pietism (Gardiner 2013, 162). Though known to be a strict Orthodox Lutheran
on the surface, Bach was open minded enough to apply to a university known for its
Pietism theology. Not only that, but Bach owned many Pietist books in his personal
library. “Pietist theology” might not be a good term considering they kept the theological
views of Luther; the movement was merely a call to return to the spiritual attitude Luther
called for originally. Pietism was not anti-Lutheranism by any means (Leaver 1985, 24).
Many scholars have painted a negative image of Pietism concerning its view on
music. This negative view of Pietism is based on “those opponents who first gave the
Pietists their label” (Irwin 1985, 29). Though it’s true Bach butted heads with Pietists in a
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few certain places during his travels, this is only one aspect of Bach’s interactions with
Pietism. Naturally the harsh view Pietism had towards artistry, specifically music, would
have Bach rebuff the movement, but in a religious aspect Bach embraced many attributes
of the movement. Based on the list of Pietist books in Bach’s personal library, Heinrich
Müller’s (1631-1675) Schaden Josephs being just one of many (Leaver 1985, 24),
musicologist Leo Schrade states that “Pietism had now become for Bach an idea which
involved his own religious and artistic feelings, quite apart from all its outward
implications” (Irwin 1985, 29).
In Martin Dibelius’ studies of Pietism he found consistent contradictions, as if
finding hypocrites in a religion was something new. “Pietism lacks sensitivity for the fact
that those they attack are in a certain sense pursuing the same cause. Now for the first
time poets and composers have the opportunity to develop those subjective feelings on
which Pietists placed such value in the reading of the Bible” (Irwin 1985, 30). A less
known Pietist preacher named Theophilus Groβgebauer was one of the first to attack
music in the Lutheran church, presenting genuine concern that musicians were playing
for their own pleasure and competing over who was more skilled, glorifying themselves
instead of God (Irwin 1985, 31). Bach utilized “the religious intensity of Pietism,” and
combined with traditional Lutheranism he enhanced his sacred music to glorify God
alone (Irwin 1985, 29).
Pietism was born out of chaos. In the aftermath of the Thirty Years’ War the
whole of German culture was filled with apocalyptic fears, political strife, and doubts
about Lutheran’s theology. The war began in 1618, but many years before war broke out
there were boundless grievances of a scattered church, a disregard for the principal
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concepts of Lutheran faith, and a consistent depravity among the Lutheran laity. Even in
Brandenburg during 1613, five years before the war, Orthodox Lutheran Elector Johann
Sigismund converted to the Calvinist faith. With such a central figure leaving the
orthodox faith, it showed general concern for the validity of Orthodox Lutheranism
(Hagan and Ferguson 2013, 29).
Pietism was an effort to restore the fundamental ideas of Lutheran theology; one
could say Pietism was a reform for the already-Reformed Church. After all, Luther was a
very pious man and taught the value of having an inner relationship with God. The Pietist
movement merely accented certain Lutheran ideas. Pietism had a substantial effect on the
way Christians would worship. Challenging the way preachers would preach, believers
would pray, and the importance of the sacraments, Pietism taught a more personal
relationship with God over a formal one, meaning to take God wherever one went, not
just visit Him in Church (Winn 2012, 5-6).
Many scholars believe that the mystic Lutheran Johann Arndt (1555-1621) started
the Lutheran Pietism movement with his publication of True Christianity in 1610.
Focusing on mystical ways to connect with God, and trying to understand nature and the
soul, he caused some controversies because he did not adhere strictly enough to the Bible
for some Orthodox Lutherans (Gritsch 2010, 142). No doubt he was one of the biggest
pioneers for the movement, his call for Lutherans to renew their Christian piety and
practice it daily was heard by all the outstanding orthodox preachers and would be
preserved by Philipp Spener. Heinrich Müller was also one of those Lutheran preachers
who would be very influenced by Arndt’s sermons and writings. In his sermons he would
speak of an inward faith, which would cause spiritual change in human character rather
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than an external mechanical faith valuing ritual, a common pietistic idea (Old 1998b, 70).
Arndt’s said “Christ has many servants but few disciples.” Being a disciple of Christ is
more than just saying it, one must pick up one’s cross and abandon his or her own life
(Gritsch 2010, 142).
Pietism Defined in Spener’s Pia Desideria
Arndt may have started the Pietism movements but Philipp Jakob Spener (16351705) was the “spiritual father” who preserved and defined the Pietists’ ideals and values
(Bradley and Van Kley 2001, 298). In 1675 he published his Pia Desideria, which
organizes the fundamental ideas of Pietism and it is often considered to be the
“foundational text of the Pietism movement” (Bradley and Van Kley 2001, 298). Pia
Desideria was inspired by Arndt’s True Christianity. Written in three parts, Pia
Desideria’s third part is neatly organized into six sections that make up the fundamental
reforms and/or revivals of the Pietism movement (Gritsch 2010, 144).
Spener would often have small gatherings at his home in which he would preach
but, more importantly, he would ask those present to join in the theological discussions.
Unfortunately women were still not allowed to join in the discussions at these meetings,
but it was encouraged for both men and women to further discuss the meetings’ topics at
home. He encouraged a sincere study of scriptures and open faith in a believer’s own
home, or simply to be ecclesiolae in ecclesia (little churches within the church). Both
men and women were encouraged to go out and share their biblical and spiritual insights
with others. Many people were illiterate in this age, so openly sharing the written Word
was of great value in spreading the Gospel. History has shown with great detail that Bach
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himself studied scripture vigorously in his private time. This idea of studying scriptures at
home and having the congregation ask questions and be more involved in the sermons is
the first of the six concepts mentioned by Spener in his Pia Desideria on how to reform
the Church (Gritsch 2010, 145).
The second of these was merely a revival of the Lutheran doctrine of priesthood.
Though Luther preached that all believers were priests in the eyes of God, the division
between the laity and clergy had reverberated. Again the clergy had grown too powerful
and influenced the theology of the churches too much. The power had corrupted them
once again. “If anyone wants to be first, he must be the very last, and the servant of all”
(Mark 9:35). The clergy had forgotten this teaching from Christ even after Luther had
already brought this issue to light in his theological writings (Gritsch 2010, 145).
The third one is to be the core of Pietism. It speaks again for the need to have
faith within by focusing on the construction of a personal spiritual life and to focus on
one’s own sins rather than others. Knowledge of the faith is important but it is petty in
comparison to exercising the faith, loving your neighbor, and fundamentally doing the
good deeds themselves (Gritsch 2010, 145).
The next notion is the condemnation of theological quarrels, not only with
unbelievers, but especially with members of other Christian sects. Spener says believers
must “practice heartfelt love toward all unbelievers and heretics,” even while opposing
their teachings (Spener 1964, 99). “Love one another. As I have loved you so you must
love one another!” (John 13:34) should triumph over theological bickering which was
abundant and causing Christians to fight with each other. Spener taught, rather than
arguing over dogmatic differences, focus on applying the simple teachings of Christ to
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everyday life issues (Gritsch 2010, 142). This concept of tolerance amongst the different
sects in Spener’s Pia Desideria could be considered a forerunner for future legislations
like England’s Tolerance Acts of 1689. This is just one of many changes happening as a
result of the Age Enlightenment in Germany (Schneider 2007, 61).
The fifth idea of reform is such an obvious duty of the Church that it is hard to
believe it went so wrong. Spener pleads that pastors should be properly trained in the
faith and should be “true Christians.” Being educated in theology was not enough for a
pastor to properly lead his congregation. The pastors must be living faithful lives in their
everyday routine and experience spiritual enhancements as well as gaining educational
knowledge. He called for pastors to be trained in preaching skills, understanding how to
help children versus adults, and to “care for souls.” Spener puts it as such in his Pia
Desideria:
We must confess not only that men are to be found here and there in our estate
who are guilty of open scandals but also that there are fewer than many at first
appear who do not really understand and practice of true Christianity (which
consists of more than avoiding manifest vices and living an outwardly moral life).
. .they may seem to be blameless, yet their lives reflect (subtly, to be sure, but
none the less plainly) a worldly spirit, marked by carnal pleasure, lust of the eye,
and arrogant behavior, and so it is evident that they have never taken even the first
practical principle of Christianity seriously, namely, denial of self. (Spener 1964,
45)
The last of the six reform ideas mentioned by Spener is how preachers should
conduct their sermons. Spener simply says “we preachers need reformation” (Spener
1964, 45). Many preachers were merely preaching to show off their knowledge of
Christianity and boast their own theology as the truth. These corrupt preachers would use
flowery language with hopes of gaining friends instead of stirring the souls of the
congregation to faith so deeply that they produce good fruit. The deadly sin of pride was
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at work and Spener asked for sincere humility to be practiced. Not only did Spener ask
for preachers to humble themselves, but showed it himself in his Pia Desideria by
publishing criticisms of his book, in his book (Spener 1964, 87-115).
Pia Desideria was a wakeup call not only to Lutherans but to all Christians. The
Church was guilty of flagrant depravity and spiritual laziness. The Christian population
was filling with generations who were raised to be Christian, but did so only to satisfy
their parents. Others may call themselves Christians because it was socially acceptable,
and worse, many were forced and manipulated to the faith. Because people were
converting for all the wrong reasons the reform was forming yet another hypocrisy. For a
genuine reform to happen, all conversions must be genuine. Good fruit will produce from
true faith, but a false faith produces nothing (Prout 1947, 48-49).
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CHAPTER 4.
BACH FROM TOWN TO TOWN: LUTHERAN ORTHODOX AND
PIETIST ENCOUNTERS
Bach was born in Eisenach, a backwoods and somewhat isolated province of
Germany. It was a small town, but a town with rich Lutheran history. It was the same
town in which Martin Luther hid when he was excommunicated from the Roman
Catholic Church. Though Bach himself never traveled more than 200 miles from his
place of birth, he would encounter many different theologies of the Christian faith.
Born in the aftermath of the Thirty Years’ War, Bach was raised in a rich
religious environment. Though Orthodox Lutheranism was still the majority religion in
the German states, Bach would encounter Calvinists, Jesuits, mystics, and Pietists in his
travels. The Catholic Church was still an imperial power and the largest of the Christian
faiths. Bach’s B minor Mass is evidence of his openness to Catholicism and there is
substantial evidence to suggest he was influenced by many different denominations of
Christianity. This chapter will focus on the two sects that influenced him most, Orthodox
Lutheranism and Lutheran Pietism (Wolff 2000, 13-20).
Eisenach
Pastor Robscheit, the current Pastor of St. George’s in Eisenach, said it was in
Eisenach where ‘Bach meets Luther’ (Gardiner 2013, 125). St. George is the same church
both Luther and Bach served as choir boys centuries apart. The church is located at the
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base of the hill where the famous Wittenburg Castle stood on high, watching over the
rural town. Bach was raised in a Lutheran home and was born in the Lutheran land of
Eisenach on Saturday, March 21, 1685. The town of Eisenach entangled Bach to Luther
so tightly it seemed impossible for Bach not to become a Lutheran. Not only was
Eisenach birthplace to Bach, but Luther’s mother was also born in Eisenach. Wittenburg
is the same castle in which Luther conducted his famous translation of the New
Testament while he was excommunicated. Luther also gave two memorial sermons at St.
George’s in 1521, just before he went into hiding. The first one was given on his way to
the Diet of Worms and the second on his way back. Clearly, Bach was born into the
heartland of Lutheran culture (Wolff 2000, 13-14).
Two days after his birth, his parents, Johann Ambrosius Bach and Maria Elisabeth
Bach, baptized him at St George’s. They were joined by Sebastian Nagel and Magister
Johann Christoph Zerbst for Bach’s baptism. Zerbst was the official minister performing
the baptism and Nagel played several significant roles at the event. He would be
godfather to Bach, supplied Bach with his middle name, and was given the prestigious
honor to hold tiny Bach during the baptism (Wolff 2000, 13).
As a young boy in Eisenach, school attendance was mandatory for all boys and
girls between the ages of five and twelve. This law was introduced in 1678 by Duke
Johann Georg I and also included a standard curriculum for the Eisenach schools.
Religion, grammar, and arithmetic would be the foundation of the children’s education
from ages five-to-seven. By the age of eight they were old enough for Latin school;
however, only boys were permitted into the Latin Schools. Bach entered Latin school a
year early and was the youngest to do so out of all his brothers (Wolff 2000, 15). That
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means that at the age of eight Bach could read and write Latin and German. It is at this
young age that Bach would begin his theological curiosities and come to know Luther
very well. Religion dominated all subjects in German schools. In fact, religion was
essential not only to Bach’s upbringing and education “but to the locus of his
employment and to his general outlook on life” (Gardiner 2013, 126). Bach’s most
important textbooks would have been the Bible, especially the Psalms, a Lutheran
Hymnal, and Luther’s catechism. There is no question that theology was the main focus
in the schools, but this was a time when theology was taught hand-in-hand with
Enlightenment. As the students studied languages, grammar, and theology they were also
encouraged to use their logic while studying and observing their environment. For Bach,
his faith was more than following dogma; it was a serious application of practical
spirituality while always grounded by reason (Wilson 2000, 25).
Bach’s parents died in 1694, when he was just a 10-year-old boy. This was very
hard on him and indeed hard on the whole Bach family. Luckily the extended Bach
family had always maintained a strong relationship with each other and there were many
family members for support. Regardless of how large the Bach family grew and
regardless of where they all lived, the Bach family made it a tradition to bring the family
together once a year. Naturally the source of entertainment at these meetings was entirely
musical; each meeting always started the same. First the family came together in prayer
then the talented family would sing a Lutheran hymn together, which was indeed the
earliest moments Bach would have heard Lutheran chorales that influenced him so
greatly in his compositions (Wolff 2000, 28). These meetings may also have been
influenced by Spener and his Pia Desideria. As mentioned earlier, one of the first things
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Spener called for was for believers to come together in their homes to discuss theology,
sing, and pray together. Unfortunately by the time Bach had become an adult, these
meetings had not persisted. Regardless, Bach received a good mixture of Orthodoxy and
Pietism at a very young age (Spener 1964, 77-78).
Ohrdruf
Before Bach’s parents passed he was already struggling with school and, after
their death, it is miraculous he was able to maintain his work at all. Lucky for Bach his
professor was the cantor Andreas Christian Dedekind (1628-1715), a friend to the Bach
family. He looked after Bach during this terrible year and personally guided the young
boy in his studies. Bach moved to the town of Ohrdruf in 1695 to live with his oldest
brother Johann Christoph Bach (1671-1721). Christoph Bach was a talented musician, as
all Bachs were, and was a practicing Lutheran and organist at St. Michael’s Church in
Ohrdruf where Johann would first encounter Pietism (Schrade 1973, 18).
Spener’s Pia Desideria had been in circulation for twenty years when Bach
arrived in Ohrdruf. The same year he arrived, Johann Wilhelm Peterson made a listing of
seven territories and twenty-five cities where Pietist followers could be found. Ohrdruf
was not listed among the cities, mainly because it was too small, but many followers
lived there (Franklin 1993). For the most part the Lutheran Pietists and Lutheran
Orthodox followers lived in harmony, not allowing their theological differences to come
between them. In rare cases, the peace between the two denominations was broken, such
was the situation in Ohrdurf. According to Christoph Kiesewetter, the rector of the school
Bach attended, the disputes between the two denominations were exceptionally bitter,
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primarily during the five years Bach lived there. Kiesewetter and all school officials were
strictly opposed to Pietism. All teachers and authorities of the town had to take the
formulae concordantiar of the Orthodox Church to acquire their positions, even Bach’s
brother, Christoph, signed the oath (Schrade 1973, 19-20). It is unfortunate that Bach’s
first encounters with Pietism were ones of conflict, yet he never fully rejected Pietism. He
allowed reason to guide his beliefs to properly understand the true teachings of Jesus
Christ. The petty spiritual differences did not shake his faith. Pietism, Orthodox
Lutheranism, and many other religious groups continued to influence him, but “the
wonderful and deeply religious interpretation Bach gave to his texts in his sacred
compositions transcends all dogmatism” (Eidam 2001, 65).
Lüneburg
At the age of 14 Bach received a scholarship to the distinguished St. Michaels
School in Lüneburg. The town of Lüneburg converted to Lutheranism in 1564, but when
Bach moved there, Lüneburg was considered the center of Pietism, making Peterson’s
list. It’s also worth noting that it’s the same town where Johannes Arndt published his
True Christianity, of which a copy was found in Bach’s personal library. Unlike Bach’s
experience in Ohrdurf, Pietism was practiced openly and the distinction between
Orthodoxy and Pietism was almost unnoticed. Here Bach continued his Orthodox
Lutheran education, but Pietism was often blended into the lessons. Pietism was practiced
in a regular church setting here, and now Bach was exposed to a modest and sensible idea
of what Lutheran Pietism represented (Franklin 1993).
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Bach was on scholarship as a choir boy because of his high caliber soprano voice.
He was also granted full admittance to the famous organ of St. John’s Church, the oldest
Lutheran church in Lüneburg. Taking full advantage of this opportunity, as Bach
developed his organ playing, he also developed a talent for repairing and building organs.
Prior to leaving Lüneburg, Bach was well educated in choral singing, violin, harpsichord,
and organ at a virtuoso level (Eidam 2001, 24). But what of Bach’s theological studies?
At the Lüneburg School Bach studied two significant books, one of orthodoxy
and the other more pietistic. The first was Leonard Hutter’s Comperndium iocorum
theologicorum, a short orthodox book on Lutheran theology to establish that his theology
was based on scripture and to confirm that scripture was orally inspired (Herz 1946, 126).
The second book Bach studied was a mystical humanist book called Orbis Pictus by
Johann Comenius (1592-1670). Comenius bestowed the idea that God was found in all
forms of everyday life, nature, and the arts. Pietists thought highly of Comenius’ Orbis
Pictus, including both Spener and August Hermann Francke. Francke even used it as a
standardized text at the University of Halle when the institute was at its Pietistic peak. It
is peculiar that a leader of the Pietist movement would adopt a book teaching God in
music, while many Pietists supposedly were anti-music (Franklin 1993).
Arnstadt and Bach’s Visit to Lübeck
In the summer of 1702, Bach dropped out of his Lüneburg school and began his
long lonely walk home to the Thuringia province. For 200 miles, Bach walked from town
to town looking for work while visiting churches and hearing all the music each town had
to offer. Before Bach started the position at Arnstadt, he was briefly employed as a
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violinist in the court orchestra in Weimar, a low servant position. Bach would return to
Weimar years later when more money and a more prestigious title was granted to him
(Eidam 2001, 25-26).
In August 1703, Bach was employed as church organist in Arnstadt, very close to
his home town of Eisenach. Arnstadt was thought to be the oldest town in the Thuringia
territory. From the start of the Thirty Years’ War to Bach’s employment as organist, the
Bach family was consistently employed in this historic town. Bach’s primary duties
consisted of accompanying the Lutheran hymns, providing improvised preludes to
chorales, and any other musical duties during services throughout the church year
(Marschall 2011, 36). Teaching duties were also required of him. He did not care for
teaching and his attitude toward these duties got him into many disputes with both
students and those in authority. Bach directed ensembles in which most of the members,
if not all, were older than Bach. The lack of respect granted towards Bach caused much
tension. In one incident Bach referred to his bassoonist as a Zipfel Fagottist, which
roughly translates as a “nanny-goat bassoonist.” This invoked the older student to attack
Bach, to which Bach responded by drawing a knife in self-defense (Gardiner 2013, 173).
Although Bach was employed in Arnstadt, it was his extended trip to Lübeck in
1705 that would enhance his musical and spiritual knowledge. Bach was granted a fourweek leave to visit “the greatest living practical musician,” Dietrich Buxtehude (16371707). Bach confidently left his cousin, Johann Ernst Bach, in charge of his duties at
Arnstadt, and did not return to his post until four months later (Gardiner 2013, 175).
Traveling on foot, Bach arrived in Lübeck to find Buxtehude’s Abendmusiken, or
“Evening Music,” in its perfected form. Bach had the opportunity to attend all of
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Buxtehude’s Evening Music services at St. Mary’s church during his stay in Lübeck.
Evening Music was only done five times in the year: after Vespers, on the Sundays after
Advent, and the last two Trinity Sundays. At first these services were more for musical
entertainment purposes, but Buxtehude gave more religious significance to the whole
service. Lutheran and Catholic services were still relatively similar, and Protestant
services generally done with little importance given to the music. Yes, hymns, chorales,
and motets were sung, but Buxtehude wanted composer’s theological ideas to be
incorporated (Schrade 1973, 33).
He arranged the Evening Music as a musical entity, with its own specific type and
of his own making, as a drama per musica, “eine geistliche Opera,” an oratorio,
but with insertion of chorales which . . . always represent, or at least invoke, the
congregation. Thus a unique category of a particular church music came to birth,
with not authority in past liturgical practice, but with a link to the service of the
Vespers and to certain seasons of the church year. (Schrade 1973, 34-35)
This allowed the individual composer the ability to creatively set music in a
service that was beautiful and effectively preached the scriptures. Buxtehude was a
talented organist and also created a Lutheran service in which the composer’s music has a
vital role. Naturally Bach held Buxtehude in high esteem and was greatly influenced by
the form he created. Influenced by this very concept, Bach perfected Luther’s idea of
balancing music and liturgy of the service with his timeless piece, St. Matthew Passion
(Schrade 1973, 40).
Needless to say Bach’s employers were upset with him when he returned to
Arnstadt. When asked why he took four months instead of the agreed one-month leave,
he said “in order to comprehend one thing and another about [my] art” (Gardiner 2013,
176). The grievances would only pile upon Bach after his arrogant response. Now that
Bach had acquired a four-month education with Buxtehude, soon Bach was “smuggling
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many foreign notes into the melodies,” adding extended and unorthodox preludes to the
chorales, and ultimately shocking the congregations. Some of those in the committee in
Arnstadt were impressed by Bach’s playing, but for the most part, he was rebuked. With
so many tensions piling on Bach’s shoulders he felt it was time to move on (Schrade
1973, 41).
Mühlhausen
Employed for less than a year, in June 1707, Bach began his position in
Mühlhausen, working at the town’s only two churches, Blasiuskirche and Marienkirche
(Marshall 1989, 6-7). In that brief time his genius and faith can best be observed by
examining three of his early cantatas. By this time Bach had been well trained in Luther’s
teachings. These cantatas show how Bach intended to express his intellectual theology
and his faith through his music.
In his BWV 4 Christ lag in TodesBanden (Christ lay in death’s bonds), Bach
comes to understand a medieval view adopted by Luther. This view claims that every
individual’s life is a constant daily battle between Heaven and Hell, life and death, God
and the Devil. Bach chose Luther’s Christ lag in Todesbanden hymn for this cantata. This
hymn graphically depicts Christ’s Passion and Resurrection. It is one of the earliest
examples of Bach “painting a narrative in music,” foreshadowing his St. Matthew
Passion. He shows his understanding of Christ’s spiritual battle, while exposing his
theological ties to Luther (Gardiner 2013, 131).
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Es war ein wunderlicher Krieg,
Da Tod und Leben rungen,
Das Leben behielt den Sieg,
Es hat den Tod verschlungen.
Die Schrift hat verkündigt das,
Wie ein Tod den andern frass,
Ein Spott aus dem Tod ist worden.
Halleluja!

It was a strange war
Where death and life struggled.
Life held the victory,
It has swallowed up death
The Scripture has told that
How one death devoured the other,
Death has become a joke.
Halleluja! (Young 1994, 135)

Some scholars have considered Luther clinically depressed because of his
consistent self-examinations. Obsessing over his sins and terrified of damnation, it wasn’t
until he came to understand Justification by Faith Alone that he was able to find peace.
Once understood, he thought the devil to be nothing but a “chained dog” and considered
the fear of death as “the one misery that makes us more miserable than all other
creatures” (Gardiner 2013, 146). Luther taught that in faith there is only joy. A believer
can remain at peace at the moment of death because Christ defeated death. Bach’s
theological understanding of Christ defeating death is clear as he claims “death has
become a mockery.” Unfortunately, Bach would become all too familiar with death. By
this time he had already lost his parents, an uncle, a sister, and two brothers. Before his
life was over he would lose more siblings, his first wife, and eight of his own children.
Bach’s faith provided a mighty fortress of comfort throughout the tragedies experienced
in his life.
Bach uses tonality in his Funeral Cantata, Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste
Zeit (God's time is the very best time) BWV 106 (fig. 2), to present the stages of Christ’s
life. He was born, suffered crucifixion, died, and was resurrected – a parallel to the
Christian’s life of suffering, death, and eternity. Bach strives to comfort the listener, but
not without comforting himself. The music is born in the home key of Eb, but
consistently modulates downward to show Christ’s crucifixion and death. Bach then
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raises it up to show His resurrection but ends it peculiarly. Bach challenges the listeners’
faith by having the soprano’s last cry fade to a tonality that’s inconclusive (Young 1994,
43).
Figure 2. “Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste Zeit” (God's own time is the very best time)
BWV 106

Bach used the text of the Lutheran chorale Mit Fried und Freud in his Funeral
Cantata BWV 106. One can only hope that Bach was able to find “peace and joy” with
the multitude of lamentations he would experience throughout his life (Gardiner 2013,
151).
Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin
In Gottes Willen,
Getrost ist mir mein Herz und Sinn,
Sanft und stille.
Wie Gott mir verheiβen hat:
Der Tod ist mein Schlaf worden.
	
  

In peace and joy I now depart
According to God’s will,
I am consoled in heart and mind,
Calm and quiet.
As God has promised me:
Death has become my sleep.
(Bach and Stokes 2000, 172)
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When Bach wrote BWV 131, Aus der Tiefe (Out of the deep), he had a very
mature understanding of Lutheran theology. Bach’s decision to use the Lutheran
translation of Psalm 130 is sufficient evidence to show the extent of this theological
understanding. Once an Augustinian monk, Luther believed that the chanting of psalms
would transform scripture into divine devotion. Luther asserted vox est anima verbi – ‘the
voice is the soul of the Word.’ By that he meant that when one sings or chants the words
of Scripture, not only is the textual interpretation of value but the sound itself should
vibrate the body’s chamber and literally resonate the soul (Gardiner 2013, 140).
Bach decided to divide the eight verses into five movements while adding two
verses from Bartholomäus Ringwaldt’s (1588) Herr Jesu Christ, du höchstes Gut. Based
on the Psalm text and the two verses borrowed from Ringwaldt’s hymn, it is clear what
inspired Bach to compose BWV 131 in five movements. A Lutheran theologian named
Johann Gottfried Olearius (1611-1684) wrote a five-volume book titled Biblische
Erklärung (1678-1681), a book that Bach personally owned. Each volume was titled with
one word and he states that believers should repeat these five words daily:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

God
Show
Me
A sinner
Mercy

These words are also found at the start of a section in Luther’s catechism, which Bach
was reading as a standardized text in elementary school. “God show me a sinner mercy”
is the central theme heard in each movement of his Aus der Tiefe (Out of the deep)
cantata. Bach’s musicality illuminates the mixture of a traditional Gospel message and
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Lutheran theology while providing daunting melodies that oddly calm the soul (Gardiner
2013, 141).
In these three melancholy cantatas Bach’s orthodoxy shines from the dark
melodies. Ironic that while Bach was composing and understanding such orthodox
subjects, a religious dispute with extreme Pietists caused Bach to consider leaving
Mühlhausen. Certain extreme Pietist groups thought lowly of music and dancing,
believing those activities should be avoided because they can easily lead to sin. Not all
Pietists were so hostile towards music. Many Pietists were libretto writers, musicians, and
composers. Nevertheless, the group of Pietists which Bach was dealing with in
Mühlhausen were of the extreme sort. To make matters worse for Bach’s situation, his
superior, Johann Adolph Frohne, was a follower of the Pietism movement. The growing
branch of Lutheran Pietism had sparked some debate in Mühlhausen, putting Bach in a
bit of a conundrum (Gardiner 2013, 178-79). Though this was another negative encounter
with Lutheran Pietism, Bach admired Pietist theology while dismissing their naïve view
of music. In the future Bach would have pleasant experiences with musical Pietists,
especially his colleague who provided the libretto for his St. Matthew Passion (Eidam
2001, 63-64).
The new position Bach sought was in the familiar town of Weimar. As mentioned
earlier, he was once briefly employed there in 1703, playing violin in a small chamber
orchestra for the Duke of Weimar’s youngest brother, Duke Johann Ernst. Johann Ernst
was very irresponsible and was considered to be the “co-Duke,” which was a position of
minimal power. During his first brief employment in Weimar, Bach also assisted an old
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friend of the Bach family, Court Organist Johann Effler. By assisting Effler, Bach was
able to keep his organ playing sharp (Gardiner 2013, 181).
Bach’s letter of resignation reached the proper authorities of Mühlhausen on June
25, 1708. In his letter Bach addresses two key issues, which force him to forfeit his
position. Bach did not mention the religious discourse between the Orthodox and Pietist
Lutherans as a reason for his leaving. First he humbled himself before his “Most
Respected Patrons,” thanking them for the position at the Church of St. Blasius. Bach has
political awareness, recognizing himself as a servant, but he then gets right to the point.
First and foremost he finds that it is not possible for him to reach his final goal, which is
to create “well-regulated church music to the Glory of God” at his position in
Mühlhausen (David 1998, 57-59). The other problem for Bach was of a financial matter.
Bach married his second cousin Maria Barbara Bach (1684-1720) in October of 1707,
and he was finding it hard financially to raise a family. He stated that he found “a more
adequate living and the achievement” of his goal to create “well-regulated church music
without further vexation” in Weimar (Schrade 1973, 49).
Bach remained in good favor with his patrons at the Church of St. Blasius despite
their reluctance to see him leave. They asked if Bach would continue to oversee the
reconstruction of the St. Blasius Kirche organ. Bach was not only a legendary organ
player but also became very skilled at fixing and building organs themselves. Bach liked
to test the organs by opening all the valves and stops to let the lungs breathe, producing a
terrifyingly large sound often scaring all the organ workers. The honorable Bach
continued to supervise the organ’s reconstruction and returned to Mühlhausen in 1709 for
the organ’s commencement (Spitta 1951, 358).
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Bach’s employment in the town of Mühlhausen was always remembered as a
pleasant time in his life. At his final post in Leipzig, the memories of Mühlhausen would
inspire his compositions, including his St. Matthew Passion (Spitta 1951, 374-75).
Return to Weimar
Bach’s first employer at Weimar was under Duke Johann Ernst III, the younger
brother of Duke Wilhelm Ernst. Duke Wihelm was Bach’s second employer at Weimar
on whom this section will focus. Bach left Weimar on good terms with Duke Johann
Ernst III after his first employment. Unfortunately Duke Johann Ernst III died of
“tobacco and strong wine” (der stracke Sect und tabac) just a year before Bach’s return
to Weimar. Bach remained close to Duke Johann’s widow and his two music-loving sons
(Gardiner 2013, 182).
During Bach’s audition in June 1708, Duke Wilhelm recognized Bach’s talent
immediately in his organ playing and hired him without a second thought. Bach was
offered a position as one of Duke William’s chamber musicians, with the extravagant title
Cammer Musico and Hofforganist (Chamber Musician and Organist) (Gardiner 2013,
181). Bach’s salary was significantly higher than at his former position in Mühlhausen.
Bach’s “decree for his annual salary and allowances” were:
One hundred and fifty florins, in cash,
Eighteen bushels of grain [wheat],
Twelve bushels of barley,
Four cords of wood [Flossholz], and
Thirty pails [Eimer] of beer from our castle brewery here, beverage-tax-free.
(David 1998, 59)
Duke Wilhelm Ernst was a modest and respectable leader. He primarily
concerned himself with the growth and quality of the schools and churches in his
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territory. Known to be a very religious church-going man, his favorite motto was “All in
God.” He wasn’t just well educated in theology, but also studied science and art with
“honest perseverance.” In 1712 he rebuilt the old city school into a college for “poor
scholars;” in 1713 he rebuilt the St. James church of Weimar, and just before his death he
started a prep school for preachers and teachers. He made it his mission to educate the
lower class and would personally inspect the conditions of the schools and churches
(Spitta 1951, 376).
Some have considered Duke Wilhelm an extreme Orthodox Lutheran, because of
certain decrees as requiring that his armed soldiers must be able to discuss Lutheran
theology to maintain their position. Though he was a member of Orthodox Lutheranism
and had harsh things to say about the University of Halle, the Pietist University, he was
not close-minded to Pietist ideas and not always supportive of other Orthodox Lutherans:
It is pretty clear . . . from all we know of him, that Wilhelm Ernst’s interest was
by no means directed solely to church establishment and the maintenance of
‘pure’ doctrine, but that a deep vein of living piety ran through his nature. For this
reason zealot orthodoxy was repugnant to him; he sternly repressed all
controversy in the pulpit, and required that any prevalent religious error should be
refuted ‘humbly and by the light of reason.’ (Spitta 1951, 377)
Duke Wilhelm was a faithful man and a decent ruler, but because of a family feud, his
relationship with Bach did not end well.
In 1629, an imperial law in the Duchy of Saxe-Weimar stated that rule must
“operate under a constitution that vested executive authority jointly in twin rulers”
(Gardiner 2013, 182). Bach only enjoyed his first year in Weimar with only one boss. In
1709 when the nephew of Duke Wilhelm, Ernst August, was made “co-regent,” tensions
flared. Wilhelm was 45-years old when his 21-year-old nephew found his place in the
Rote Schloss (‘Red Palace’) just across from his estate in Wilhelmsburg. The twin rulers
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were in constant disagreement throughout Bach’s employment at Weimar. Duke Wilhelm
arrested Duke August’s advisors and musicians, and issued threats that they could only
play music at the “Red Palace” if they were willing to pay a fine, and failure to do so
would mean imprisonment. Duke August’s counter attack threatened the same advisors
and musicians if they complied with Duke Wilhelm’s rule. Such an environment
presented difficulties for Bach, yet ultimately he experienced a better relationship with
August, although he had been hired by Wilhelm (Gardiner 2013, 158).
Bach’s duties were respectfully different for the two Dukes, keeping him
relatively safe from the family drama until his final dismissal. Duke Wilhelm thought
Bach to be almost a musical decoration to impress his guests and foreign diplomats. Bach
was Duke Wilhelm’s private organist, having to play private recitals on demand. These
duties did not interest Bach but he did enjoy the extensive traveling with Duke Wilhelm.
The Duke would flaunt his musical servant when venturing on his “diplomatic missions.”
Still never straying far from home, Bach was able to experience very diverse cultures in
his travels. Mainly, Bach was exposed to the Italian opera and began applying this style
to his cantatas (Gardiner 2013, 182-88).
In 1713, Duke Wilhelm wanted a birthday gift for Duke Christian of Weissenfels
and decided that a proper cantata would be sufficient. So on the 23rd of February Bach’s
BWV 208, Was mir behagt, ist nur die muntr Jagd! (The Lively Hunt is All My Heart’s
Desire) or simply, The Hunting Cantata, was performed. It completely combined the
ideas of Italian opera and the secular chamber cantata. Through the use of the Italian
recitative and aria, Bach made this secular cantata as a small theatrical drama or small
opera. Though this was a secular cantata it was written for an all-Lutheran audience and
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would influence and advance sacred music. This application of Italian opera style into
Bach’s cantatas would cause a ripple effect in all of Bach’s music. At first it influenced
his secular cantatas, then on to his organ music, followed by sacred cantatas; this upset a
variety of Christian denominations. Many felt that sacred music shouldn’t have such
dance rhythms and should be purely music without the theatrics. Bach thought as Luther
did when he said “why should the devil have all the good tunes?” (Leaver 2007, 12).
Finally the ripple from The Hunting Cantata would become a wave hitting Bach’s
Passions, giving his St. Matthew Passion the theatrics and opera-like quality found in the
masterpiece today (Gardiner 2013, 186).
Generally Bach was liked by both of his Lutheran rulers. Before Bach would be
dismissed from Weimar, he gained the respect of the young Duke August and formed a
friendship, the best they could between Duke and servant. In 1716, Bach arranged the
music for Duke August’s marriage to the sister of Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Cöthen.
Prince Leopold was captivated by Bach’s music. The Prince was so pleased with Bach’s
wedding music that he immediately offered the position he had longed for. Bach became
Capellmeister, granting him authority over all court music and musicians. The musicians
at Cöthen were all of excellent caliber and handpicked for their significant talents. Bach’s
salary doubled to 400 thalers a year and 50 thalers in advance. Because this job offer
happened at Duke August’s wedding, Duke Wilhelm’s paranoia led him to believe the his
nephew had orchestrated the course of events. So when Bach first requested to be
dismissed to pursue the position in Cöthen, Duke Wilhelm did not grant Bach’s request
(Gardiner 2013, 187).
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The last year of Bach’s employment with Duke Wilhelm was tempestuous.
Johann Samuel Drese, the old Capellmeister of Weimer, passed away on December 1,
1716, and Bach assumed he would take over the position as Capellmeister. After all, he
had been doing most of Drese’s duties since he arrived. But Bach was passed over by
Drese’s son, Drese Junior, merely because of political ranking. A few months later Bach
was scheduled to take part in an intensively publicized keyboard competition against the
French virtuoso Louis Marchand in the town of Dresden. Rumor has it that Marchand
heard Bach playing the night before and claimed illness and skipped town just hours
before the competition. Bach was very frustrated that the 500 thalers of prize money that
was rightfully his was apparently embezzled. In this one dreadful year, Bach had been
robbed of 500 thalers, was passed over for position as Capellmeister at Weimar, and
denied the opportunity to pursue a better job in Cöthen, while continuing to work with
two employers who could not get along. So when Bach asked to be dismissed a second
time, he apparently did so in such a way that he upset Duke Wilhelm enough to get
himself thrown in prison for a month (Marshall 1989, 7-8). “On 6th November [1717], the
quondam concertmaster and court organist Bach was arrested and held at the County
Magistrate’s house of detention for obstinate testimony and forcing the issue of his
dismissal, and finally on 2nd December was informed by the Court Secretary of his
unfavorable discharge and simultaneously freed from arrest” (Gardiner 2013, 188).
A few days after his release from prison, he gathered his family and left for
Cöthen to begin his five-year employment with Prince Leopold of Cöthen.
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Cöthen
Bach started his position at the Calvinist court of Cöthen in 1717 – a somewhat
odd position for Bach spiritually, considering the differences between Lutheran and
Calvinist theology concerning their view of music. The Prince was not a devout religious
man, and therefore the court of Cöthen was a secular atmosphere and a polar opposite
environment compared to that in Weimar. Regardless of the religious differences, Bach
had a very pleasant relationship with Prince Leopold. He even named his fifth son after
the Prince and made him godfather of little Leopold Bach. Unfortunately, little Leopold
died only ten months after birth (Gardiner 2013, 188-90). Prince Leopold’s mother
happened to be a Lutheran, and at her request the St. Agnes Lutheran Church was
constructed in Cöthen. This was a blessing for Bach, for as a devout Lutheran his
children were schooled there and were raised close to his orthodoxy.
Prince Leopold had a desire that his court be recognized as having the best
musical ensemble in the region. Leopold gave Bach substantial facilities to make this a
reality. Calvinists were often less tolerant than Lutheran Pietists when it came to
producing appropriate sacred music. Because of this, Bach mainly wrote instrumental
music during this time, including the Well-Tempered Clavier and the Brandenburg
Concertos (Gardiner 2013, 189).
The Cöthen appointment was a delightful time in Bach’s life, but while traveling
with Leopold in July of 1720, Maria Barbara Bach died. Heartbroken, Bach considered
leaving Cöthen and applied for the organist position at St. Jacobi Church in Hamburg that
same year. Though he failed to acquire the position, Erdmann Neumeister, a member of
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the hiring committee, and eventually a very influential man in Bach’s life, took notice of
the composer (Gardiner 2013, 189).
Neumeister was chief pastor of St. Jacobi Church and “made the most direct
contribution to Bach as a church musician” (Pelikan 2003, 42). Other than Luther
himself, Neumeister might also have been the most orthodox influence in Bach’s life.
Born in 1671, Neumeister was a well-known theologian, poet, literary critic, musician,
and author, who penned over two hundred books, many of which were several hundred
pages in length. While his writings have been referred as a “landmark in the early history
of modern literary theory,” Gottfried Tilgner said he was “the man who, without
contradiction, deserves the fame of being the first among us Germans who brought
church music to a higher standing by introducing the sacred cantata and bringing it to its
present perfection” (Pelikan 2003, 42-43).
As a musician, Neumeister had the trifecta of attributes when it came to
composing sacred cantatas. He was a learned theologian, an extraordinary poet, and a
musical theorist. His cantatas were not just generally sacred, but specifically written with
the stamp of Orthodox Lutheranism. Even in his prologue of his poem book he says “you
will certainly find nothing here that is not orthodox and in conformity with sound
evangelical doctrine.” One would only find strict orthodoxy in all of his artistry; his
poems, cantatas, and his volumes of theological works (Pelikan 2003, 43).
When Bach was turned down for the position in Hamburg, Neumeister was beside
himself. The Lutheran Church of St. Jacobi had not understood the follies of the Roman
Catholic Church. It was custom that if an applicant was to receive the position at the
Church of St. Jacobi he would make a “more than generous” contribution to the Church.
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This was a crafty way to commit the sin of simony, the act of selling church positions for
money. At this point in Bach’s life he was not wealthy. He was a single father who just
lost his wife and had a large family to provide for. All the candidates were told “if, after
the selection has been made, the chosen candidate of his own free will wished to give a
token of his gratitude, the latter could be accepted.” This eliminated Bach from
consideration, despite the fact that the famous Neumeister thought Bach best for the job
(Pelikan 2003, 45).
Once Bach was passed over, Neumeister gave the search committee a heated
rebuke. Praising Bach’s artistry, he told the committee they hired the man who “was
better at preluding with his thalers than with his fingers.” Neumeister was so enraged that
while preaching for the upcoming Christmas holiday he managed to fit into his sermon
“even if one of the angels of Bethlehem should come down from Heaven, one who
played divinely and wished to become organist of St. Jacobi, but had no money, he might
just as well fly away again” (Pelikan 2003, 45).
When Bach returned to Cöthen, he quickly remarried, choosing the young Anna
Magdalena Wilcken, on December 3, 1721. Bach was very happy in Cöthen with his new
wife and Calvinist employer, but he missed creating sacred music for the church and had
his concerns with Calvinist theology. He made sure his children attended a Lutheran
school. It was during this period that he wrote the small composition book titled,
Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach. The book was comprised of keyboard pieces for her
to play and a couple of arias to sing. On the cover of his book he wrote the titles of three
other books, presumably for Anna to read. All three were in Bach’s personal library and
all written by the Lutheran theologian August Pfeiffer (1640-1698) (Mattheson 1975).
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An interesting fact concerning the three books is that in keeping with Pfeiffer’s
regard for pure doctrine, they all take up questions about which there was
theological disputes between Calvinists and Lutherans, such as predestination,
usually discussed under the heading of the ‘Absolutum Decretum,’ which referred
to wheather (sic) God predetermined absolutely the salvation or damnation of
individuals. The first of the three books, Preiffer’s Anti-Calvinism, is entirely
devoted to such issues; the second, his [Apostolische] Christen-Schule, takes them
up in more limited form; and the third, his Antimelancholicus, treats them at
considerable length with series of dialogs between the idealized Lutheran believer
and the Calvinist minister. (Chafe 2014, 40-41)
From this, one can perceive that even though Bach was employed by a Calvinist, he still
encouraged his family to beware of their theology.
There were a variety of reasons for Bach’s desire to leave Cöthen – his Calvinist
doubts, his longing to compose sacred music for the Church, the lack of a university in
Cöthen for his college-aged children to attend, and Prince Leopold’s new wife. She
caused Bach to feel neglected because she required so much of the Prince’s attention.
Bach felt that the Prince was more interested in his amusa and her eccentric demands
than music of the court (Gardiner 2013, 190). All of this lead Bach to apply to Leipzig
(Marshall 1989, 8-9). He always cherished Prince Leopold and returned to Cöthen when
he died in 1728. Bach had already composed and performed the first version of the St.
Matthew Passion when Leopold died. Yet the music composed for Leopold’s funeral can
be found in the revised version known today. A man of faith and integrity, Bach paid his
respects to his employer and friend (Eidam 2001, 144).
Leipzig
As much as Bach enjoyed his time writing an abundance of instrumental music
for his Calvinist, yet, secular court, he still felt his divine calling to create music to
properly glorify God. Bach thought Leipzig was the ideal place for him to satisfy this
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desire to compose such sacred music. The Church was the center point of Leipzig
community, satisfying the people’s spiritual and social needs. This created the largest
audiences Bach would ever encounter, despite that fact that much of the younger
generation, of the “enlightenment” era, did not care for Bach’s music. He was referred to
by them as the “old wig of Leipzig,” whose only talent was his organ playing. The
students had little respect for Bach (Schrade 1973, 112).
In Leipzig, Bach was Director of Church music. This meant he had to prepare
music and supply performers for four different churches. At first this may not seem like a
lot but, by the time Bach was employed, Leipzig had become a “city of churches.” The
amount of work before him was staggering. In just a week, the town of Leipzig offered
twenty-two Lutheran services, midweek Communion Services, and arbitrary prayer
services. Bach’s ability to produce high quality music at an extraordinary rate continues
to baffle musicians today. During Bach’s first three years of employment he was
composing cantatas at a rate of at least one cantata per week and when he was not
composing for the church, he was making the bulk of his money playing private events,
primarily weddings and funerals (Gardiner 2013, 265).
Bach was contractually obligated to do much more than just supply music for the
four churches. Teaching a Latin class was part of his regular duties, as was training and
directing choirboys for Sunday church services. Bach viewed himself as an instrumental
virtuoso and Capellmeister. He believed these other duties to be a waste of his time and
sought to obtain more time to work on personal projects. To make this a reality Bach
quickly hired Carl Friedrich Pezold to teach his Latin class, for which he personally paid
Pezold 40 thalers a year to avoid this unwanted task. Pezold was not the only aide hired;
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several other assistants were also employed to do all the duties Bach despised (Bettmann
1995, 57). Humanity is much richer thanks to Bach’s decision to ignore authoritative
procedure and create the freedom to pursue his calling.
The abundance of compositions and the determination to make well-regulated
church music led Bach into isolation. In his solitude, Bach would return to his spiritual
conquest for holy music. Reminiscent of his early cantatas in Mühlhausen, Bach’s
compositional style returned to sacred choral music. In the first eleven of his twentyseven years of employment at Leipzig, Bach composed over a hundred cantatas, the
Magnificat, Sanctus, chorales, motets, the Christmas Oratorio, the B minor Mass, and his
St. Matthew Passion. In Leipzig Bach offended the Luther Pietists with his Coffee
Cantata and infuriated his orthodox employers because he refused to conform. Finding
glimpses of the true faith in both denominations, Bach composed his St. Matthew Passion
– the piece designed to unite Christians under Christ, not religion (Gardiner 2013, 260).
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CHAPTER 5.
SELECTED LUTHERAN CHORALES OF THE ST. MATTHEW PASSION
For this chapter and the following one, the reader may refer to Appendix A to
locate specific movements (under Mvt in the chart) in the St. Matthew Passion. The table
will inform the reader of the style, title, key, time signature, characters, instrumentation,
and source of the text for each movement in the entirety of the St. Matthew Passion.
Luther will always be known as the great Christian reformer and the architect of
the Protestant Reformation, but history should also remember him as a talented musician;
he played the flute, sang, composed and arranged. Through him music found its rightful
place and purpose in the Lutheran Church. Music enhances worship, opens the mind, and
lifts the soul. Luther referred to the “holy trinity” of music – melody, rhythm, and
harmony – to create hymns or chorales that reflected the sacred text in a way that would
inscribe the words on the listeners’ hearts (Young 1994, 202).
Whether one is listening to one of Bach’s passions or a smaller work such as a
cantata or sacred song, Bach’s chorales enhance the poignant emotions of the sacred
dramas. The Bach chorale “is the abstraction and essence of this creative ability in its
most impressive form, and its influence abides in unbroken tradition until our day”
(Wolff 1991, 390). Bach resurrects the Lutheran chorales, giving them new life and a
whole new meaning. Often Bach’s arrangements of Lutheran chorales confronts all the
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enigmas of death and salvation. Based on his own theological studies and his own
encounters with death throughout his life, Bach shouts the Lutheran theology that God
saves not according to one’s good deeds but through grace alone. The Lutheran chorales
in the St. Matthew Passion are tributes to Bach’s orthodox devotion and understanding of
death and salvation (Bettmann 1995, 50). The St. Matthew Passion employs the use of
fifteen chorales in all. Bach uses eight different melodies, while seven different poets
contribute to the text. This section will cover the opening two chorales and the five
chorales that make up what is known as the “Passion Chorale.” Not counting the
recitatives, the chorales make up more than half of the St. Matthew Passion. These
Lutheran chorales stand as the centerpiece of the Passion, just as Orthodox Lutheranism
is the centerpiece of Bach’s faith (Young 1994, 43-67)
O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig (O Lamb of God, Innocent) Mvt 1
The opening chorale, O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig, is embedded into the giant
opening double chorus. It was not in the original 1727 version but added later in the 1736
revision. The two theological themes of the whole St. Matthew Passion can be heard in
this first chorale, the first theme dealing with humanity’s sins leading to despair.
All Sünd hast du getragen, All sin hast thou borne,
Sonst müβten wir verzagen. Else we must have despaired.
Erbarm dich unser, Jesu!
Have mercy upon us, O Jesus! (Young 1994, 44)
The second theme is the fundamental message of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion,
salvation through Christ’s sacrifice. The “redemption as satisfaction rendered through the
blood of Christ is a crimson thread that runs through Bach’s Passion according to Saint
Matthew from beginning to end” (Pelikan 2003, 95).
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This chorale was first a poem by a German monk named Nicolaus Decius (14851546). He writes a traditional Agnus Dei poem but in the vernacular, showing Luther’s
influence. Decius was a friend of Luther’s and an advocate of reform. His modification of
portions of the Roman Catholic’s Mass Ordinary, mainly the Sanctus, Gloria, and the
Agnus Dei in discussion, are considered Decius’s greatest contribution to Lutheranism.
Bach also used this Lutheran hymn to compose two chorale preludes (BWV 618, 656) in
his Little Organ Book (Pelikan 2003, 95).
Both Decius and Luther developed the melody for the chorale together but Luther
gave it its harmonization. Over 100 years later it is placed in Bach’s St. Matthew Passion
by Picander, the Pietist librettist. Bach collaborates with a variety of talented men who
occupied different time periods and are of all different Christian denominations, creating
a unified Christian piece of music (Smith and Kammin 2013, 3).
The German Agnus Dei was not used in a Lutheran service in the same manner as
in the Catholic Latin Mass. In the Roman Mass, the priest chanted the text prior to
communion, while in a Lutheran service, the German Agnus Dei would be sung by the
congregation and usually during communion. Thanks to Luther’s Reformation, Bach had
the German translation of the Agnus Dei at his disposal. The language gives the opening
line an extra descriptive word that the original Latin failed to do. The Latin Agnus Dei
would translate to “Lamb of God,” but the German version is “The innocent or guiltless
Lamb of God” (O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig). Bach uses the word Lamm (Lamb) in the
double choruses to introduce the O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig Chorale in the Soprano
ripieno line. He draws the listener’s focus on the chorale by doubling the melody in the
Basso continuo (fig. 3).
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Figure 3. “O Lamm Gottes, unshuldig” (O Lamb of God, Innocent) Mvt 1

Hearing these chorales often helped keep the audiences focused. Bach would feed
their minds with familiar theology and music so as not to be overwhelmed with the sheer
magnitude of the St. Matthew Passion (Pelikan 2003, 95-96). This chorale is sung by the
children’s choir and blended into the adult double chorus. The adult choruses are having
a conversation, one asking questions: “Behold! Whom?” “Behold him!” “How?” “Behold
what?” “Behold where?” and the other answers “The Bridegroom” “Like a lamb”
“Behold his patience” “Behold our guilt.” All the meanwhile the children sing the
beautiful Agnus Dei prayer that floats above the adults’ conversation (fig. 4).
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Figure 4. “All Sünd has du getragen” (All sin hast Thou borne) Mvt 1
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Herzliebster Jesu (Beloved Jesus) Mvt 3
The next chorale to be heard in the St. Matthew Passion is Herzliebster Jesu
(Beloved Jesus) (fig. 5). Because of Bach’s simple four-part traditional hymn setting, it
offers a straightforward musical familiarity to the listeners (Pelikan 2003, 96). After such
a grand introduction with the double chorus, Bach’s utilization of this familiar hymn was
sure to keep the audience involved in the drama. For Bach, all believers present would be
spiritually connected to the Passion story and would therefore be active participants in the
presentation of his St. Matthew Passion. There is a good possibility that the audience
would have joined in the singing for many of the chorales. Here Bach gives a chance for
the congregation to join the disciples’ frustrations with Jesus’s conviction. Jesus tells his
disciples that in two days, at Passover, he will be arrested and in the end crucified. Using
only three of the fifteen stanzas from the original poem by Johann Heermann (15851657), Bach creates a hypothetical situation in which the disciples may have asked Jesus
the obvious question after what they have just been told, “what has thou done wrong?”
(Young 1994, 46). The Gospel of Matthew did not record any comments from the
disciples but Bach’s placement of this chorale creates a more descriptive scene for the
congregation. In this very short chorale, the listener can hear Bach’s own cry of
bewilderment. “What is thy guilt?”
Herzliebster Jesu,
was hast du verbrochen,
Daβ man ein solch scharf
Urteil hat gesprochen?
Was ist die Schuld,
in was für Missetaten
Bist du geraten?

	
  

Beloved Jesus,
what has thou done wrong
That they have pronounced
so hard a sentence?
What is thy guilt,
into what sorts of misdeeds
Hast thou fallen?
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Figure 5. “Herzliebster Jesu” (Beloved Jesus) Mvt 3

The melody of this hymn was written by Johann Crüger (1598-1662) and is set
three times throughout the St. Matthew Passion, all with different texts written by
Heermann, the cherished Lutheran poet whom Bach used abundantly for his works
throughout his lifetime (Pelikan 2003, 59).
The Passion Chorale (Mvts 21, 23, 53, 63, and 72)
The next chorale melody (fig. 6) is used more than any other in the St. Matthew
Passion and has come to be known as the “Passion Chorale.” Bach’s belief in sacred
numerology inspired him to use this melody for five chorales because of the belief that
the number five symbolizes the Crucifixion. The usual number perceived with the cross is
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Figure 6. “Erkenne mich, mein Huter” (Recognize me, my Protector) Mvt 21

63

four, but it is not the cross that Bach is pointing at. It is the five pivotal wounds that were
inflicted onto Jesus; a nail through each hand and foot plus the piercing of His side by a
Roman soldier to confirm His death (Bettmann 1995, 140). Bach’s number symbolism
can be found throughout the St. Matthew Passion and much of his music. With such an
abundant amount of numerology in Bach’s works, a study was conducted to “find in
Bach’s music a numerological dramatization of the orthodox Lutheran doctrine of ‘the
communication of proper’ [idiomatum communicatio] between the two natures in the
person of Christ.” Unfortunately, none of the results have been documented (Pelikan
2003, 33).
All the texts for the five chorales, except for the Befiehl du deine Wege
(Commend Your Ways) chorale, are derived from the same poem, “O Haupt voll Blut
und Wunden” (O Head Full of Blood and Wounded) by Paul Gerhardt (1607-1676).
Gerhardt’s poem is based on the 13th century Medieval Latin poem, Salve mundi salutare
(Hail to Thee, Savior of the World), by Arnulf of Louvain (d. 1250). Gerhardt witnessed
firsthand the devastation of the Thirty Years’ War. Living through the horror, disease,
and starvation, he found it his duty to spiritually revive the Lutheran faith after such hard
times (Schmeling 2007, 6). With only a handful of his sermons available today, most of
his theology is found in his hymn writings. “O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden” speaks
directly of Luther’s theology of the cross. Luther said “God does not act in us unless he
first destroys us by the Cross and suffering” (D. Wilson 2010, 78). Gerhardt, like Luther,
saw that salvation is found through Jesus’s death. To be the Lord of life, Jesus had to face
death willingly and have His body broken as can be seen in the ninth stanza of Gerhardt’s
“O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden.”
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The joy can never be spoken, above all joys besides,
When in Thy body broken I thus with safety hide.
O Lord of Life, desiring Thy glory now to see,
Besides Thy cross expiring, I’d breathe my soul to Thee. (Smith and Kammin
2013, 10)
The melody is from Hans Leo Hassler’s (1564-1612) “Herzlich tut mich
verlangen.” Hassler was a Lutheran musician who worked for a Catholic church in
Augsburg. Only a couple of his pieces were strictly Lutheran. As a Lutheran living in a
predominantly Catholic town, he managed to write universal Christian music or what this
paper refers to as ‘Mere Christian’ music (Lederer 2008, 83).
Bach places this recognizable melody in five significant spots in the Passion
story. The first and second chorale are sung in the Mount of Olives scene. The third is at
the trial before Pilate, another after the flogging where the soldiers mockingly put a
crown of thorns on Christ’s head, and finally directly after Jesus’s death on the cross.
This melody would have been the most recognizable to the audience and provided a
simplistic means for them to follow the Passion story. Bach placed the five chorales in
the St. Matthew Passion in such a way to maintain the focus on the pivotal plot, Christ’s
death.
Erkenne mich, mein Hüter (Recognize me, my Protector) Mvt 21
The melody’s first debut is on the Mount of Olives just after Jesus tells his
disciples that they “will all fall away” on His account, making reference to a prophecy in
Zechariah 13:7 [NIV]:
Awake, O sword, against my shepherd,
against the man who is close to me!”
declares the Lord Almighty.
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Strike the shepherd,
and the sheep will be scattered,
and I will turn my hand against the little ones.
In Bach’s Erkenne mich, mein Hüter, Christ prophesies His own death (O sword,
against my shepherd) and the disciples’ abandonment (the sheep will be scattered). It is a
strong warning to the disciples that they will face hardship and face it alone. The nature
of Jesus’s divinity and of His humanity are exposed. Jesus speaks of Himself not being
with His “sheep” and abandoning them upon His death. This begs the questions: How can
God die? How can God abandon? The theological conundrum of Jesus being both man
and God has always been a topic of great discussion, sometimes causing division
amongst Christians. At one point He claims “whoever drinks the water (from) him will
never thirst” (John 4:14), but then He thirsts on the cross. Whether Jesus’s divinity was
operating at the forefront or His humanity was, both Luther and Bach remained faithful
that Christ was God and yet died (Olson and Hall 2002, 100)
Jesus gives them ‘good news’ (Gospel) before the ‘Erkenne mich, mein Hüter’
chorale. He lets them know that he will be resurrected from the dead and lead them into
Galilee. The response heard in the ‘Erkenne mich, mein Hüter’ chorale is a response of
trust. The disciples failed to understand Christ’s resurrection until it happened, but the
people (Choruses/commentators) take Him at His word that He will ‘rise again’ and only
speak of the goodness of God.
Erkenne mich, mein Hüter,
Mein Hirte, nimm mich an!
Von dir, Quell aller Güter,
Ist mir viel Guts getan.
Dein Mund hat mich gelabet
Mit Milch und süβer Kost,
Dein Geist hat mich begabet
Mit mancher Himmelslust.

Recognize me, my Protector,
My Shepherd, take me to Thee!
By Thee, Source of all good,
Much good has been done to me
Thy mouth has refreshed me
With milk and sweet food;
Thy spirit has given me
Much heavenly pleasure. (Young 1994, 50)
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Erkenne mich, mein Hüter is followed by the narrative of Peter pledging that he
will not “scatter,” and is willing to lay down his life for Jesus. Jesus then tells Peter that
before the cock crows he will not deny him just once, but three times. The second
appearance of the Passion Chorale melody is then heard in the Ich will hier bei dir stehen
chorale. Erkenne mich, mein Hülter and Ich will heir bei dir appear in the St. Matthew
Passion in the same order they are written in Gerhardt’s original poem (Young 1994, 50).
Ich will hier bei dir stehen (I will stand here by Thee) Mvt 23
Before looking at Ich will hier bei dir stehen, it is important to note the three
different key signatures used by Bach in these two chorales and the recitative in between
them. Erkenne mich, mein Hüter is in the key of E Major, containing four sharps. Eric
Chafe, a Bach scholar and professor at Brandeis University found a spiritual pattern while
analyzing Bach’s cantatas. In Chafe’s book, Tonal Allegory in the Vocal Music of J.S.
Bach, he makes the observation that Bach tends to use key signatures with more sharps to
indicate a closeness with God and vice versa he uses more flats to show more distance
from God. Erkeen mich, mein Hüter is a chorale of trust and gratitude towards the
Shepherd, written in the key of E Major, an appropriate key to correspond with Chafe’s
findings. The recitative that follows opens with two sharps in its key signature, which is
already hinting that the closeness of God is diminishing (fig. 7).
Directly after Jesus tells Peter that he will deny Him, the two sharps are lost and
the score indicates no sharps or flats. In his presentation of Ich will hier bei dir stehen (I
will stand here by Thee) (fig. 8), Bach sets this chorale in three flats, the key of E-flat
Major but with multiple suggestions to its relative c minor (Chafe 1991, 400).
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Figure 7. “Petrus aber antwortete” (But Peter answered) Mvt 22

Figure 8. “Ich will hier bei dir stehen” (I will stand here by Thee) Mvt 23
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The most tragic moment in the St. Matthew Passion is when Jesus utters the
words “Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani?” (My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?)
(fig. 9) Bach indicates an adagio marking and employs the key signature of e-flat minor,
containing six flats, signifying the absence and distance from God.
Figure 9. “Und von der sechsten Stunde an” (And from the sixth hour on) Mvt 71

However, Bach had a good friend named Andreas Werckmeister (1645-1706), who
would be remembered as a great music theorist. His enharmonic theories were familiar to
Bach and if applied to this chorus, it could have also been written in six sharps.
Signifying closeness to God, not distance, theologians have often considered Christ’s
words His most devout moment. Rather than seeing the absence of God, some
theologians purport that Christ separated himself briefly so that mankind would never
have to experience that separation from God (Yearsley 2002, 57).
Ich will hier bei dir stehen is not a chorale of complete despair or total obedience.
The chorale represents the other eleven disciples imitating Peter’s vow to stand by
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Jesus’s side. Because the words are not met with actions, Bach keeps that distance from
God with his key signature of three flats. It is written, “Whoever acknowledges me before
men, I will also acknowledge him before my Father in heaven. But whoever disowns me
before men, I will disown him before my Father in heaven” (Matthew 10: 32-33). Peter’s
expressed willingness to follow but failure to do so is a struggle the congregation would
have been familiar with as believers. Believers can find comfort knowing that though
Peter denied Christ three times, he was forgiven (Chafe 1991, 400).
Ich will hier bei dir stehen;
Verachte mich doch nicht!
Von dir will ich nicht gehen,
Wenn dir dein Herze bricht.
Wenn dein Herz wird erblassen
Im letzten Todesstoβ,
Alsdenn will ich dich fassen
In meinen Arm und Schoβ.

I would stand here by Thee;
Do not despise me!
From Thee I will not go
Whenever Thy heart breaks.
When Thy heart grows pale
In the last pang of death,
Then I will clasp Thee
In my arms and lap. (Young 1994, 50)

Befiehl du deine Wege (Commend your ways) Mvt 53
“Befiehl du deine Wege” is a twelve-stanza hymn written in 1656, based on
Luther’s translation of Psalm 37:5 which reads: “Commit your way to the Lord; trust in
him and he will do this.” This is another Gerhardt hymn in which Bach gives his chorale
the same title as Gerhardt’s original hymn and is the third appearance of the “Passion
Chorale” thus far. In “Befiehl du deine Wege” each stanza begins with the next word or
two of the psalm; this has been called “the most comforting of all the hymns that have
resounded on Paulus Gerhardt’s golden lyre,” which is good reason to suggest why Bach
wanted to incorporate this hymn into his “Passion Chorale.” In this hymn Gerhardt,
Luther, and Bach acknowledge Jesus Christ as God (Pelikan 2003, 83).
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Befiehl du deine Wege
Und was dein Herze kränkt
Der allertreusten Pflege
Des, der den Himmel lenkt.
Der Wolken, Luft und Winden
Gibt Wege, Lauf und Bahn,
Der wird auch Wege finden,
Da dein Fuβ gehen kann.

Commend your way,
And whatever troubles your heart
To the trustiest care of him
Who controls the heavens;
He who gives clouds, air, and winds
Their paths, course, and track,
He will also find ways
Where your feet can walk. (Young 1994, 59)

Bach placed this chorale after Pontius Pilate questions Jesus. Pilate is not
concerned with the accusation of blasphemy by the Chief Priest but asks “Art thou the
King of the Jews,” to which Jesus responds “Thou sayest it.” Pilot then asks “Hearest
thou not how harshly they accuse thee?” to which Jesus did not respond to Pilot’s
amazement. Though Pilot is often portrayed as if he would have rather not condemned
Jesus, it is believed by most denominations of Christianity that he was responsible for
Jesus’s suffering, crucifixion, and burial as depicted in the Apostles’ Creed (Appendix
B).
As mentioned earlier, Befiehl du deine Wege is the only chorale of the “Passion
chorale” in which the text is not derived from Gerhardt’s “O Haupt voll Blut und
Wunden” (O Sacred Head, Now Wounded). Because the text comes from a different
Gerhardt poem, some scholars believe Bach was reluctant to use text from a different
source (Smith and Kammin 2013, 28).
Philipp Spitta (1841-1894) and Friedrich Smend (1893-1980) share the position
that “Befiehl du deine Wege” (fig. 10) seems unsuitable in the St. Matthew Passion.
Smend’s argument is based on the fact that Bach usually presents the verses of a chorale
in their original order in his works, but the verses of “O Haupt voll Blut und Wunder” are
placed out of order (5, 6, 1, 2, and 9). Of course because “Befiehl du deine Wege” is the
first verse of a completely different hymn, it seems out of place. In Bach’s Passions “the
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chorales enter in response to situations whose order is determined by an independent
narrative” (Chafe 1991, 375). Therefore, placing chorale verses in different orders or
placing a verse from an entirely different hymn is insignificant as long as the Passion
narrative flows appropriately with the chorale text.
Figure 10. “Befiehl du deine Wege” (Commend your ways) Mvt 53

Spitta’s argument holds more water than Smend’s. Referring to the “Passion
Chorale” in its five appearances. Spitta states:
It comes in three times in the second part (of St. Matthew Passion): first when
Jesus silently bows to His fate at Pilate’s decision. Here it is used with the words
of the first verse of Gerhardt’s hymn ‘Commit thy ways to Jesus,’ one of the few
passages in this incomparable work to which perhaps exception might be taken. It
was a beautiful idea to associate the pious submissiveness of Jesus with a
congregational meditation on it; but the soft and heartfelt tone of Gerhardt’s
hymn, with its admonitions to patience under human affliction, is not
commensurate nor appropriate to the solemn pathos of the situation and the
awfulness of the sufferings of the Son of God. Apparently Bach felt chiefly the
need for bringing in the melody; in the hymn ‘O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden’
there was no suitable verse, and he seized, not very happily, on another wellknown hymn by the same writer. (Spitta 1951, 549)
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Spitta merely states his opinion that “there was no suitable verse.” One could argue that
the third verse of Gerhardt’s “O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden” could have appropriately
been used in replace of “Befiehl du deine Wege”. The third verse translates:
Men mock and taunt and jeer Thee, Thou noble countenance,
Though mighty worlds shall fear Thee and flee before Thy glance.
How art Thou pale with anguish, with sore abuse and scorn!
How doth Thy visage languish that once was bright as morn! (Young 1994, 4367)
After all when Jesus was being questioned by Pilate, he mentions the accusations from
the High Priest which reflect the taunts and abuse from them. Jesus keeps silent before
Pilate and one might imagine that Jesus would have done so with a “visage languish.” So
why Bach used “Befiehl du deine Wege” is a mystery and one can only speculate, but to
say that this hymn is out of place is mere opinion. Despite any factors, Bach sought to
make a piece of music to tell a story and to glorify God properly, and this researcher has
found no evidence that he regretted using “Befiehl du deine Wege.”
O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden (O Head Full of Blood and Wounded) Mvt 63
Just before the fourth entrance of the “Passion Chorale” Christ is given a flimsy
stick as his scepter and a crown of thorns as the Roman soldiers mockingly called Him
“King of the Jews.” They then place a crown of thorns upon his head and sarcastically
bow. Hinting at the ironic truth that Jesus was in fact, “King of the Jews,” Bach presents
the majestic short chorus, “Gegrüβet seist du, Jüdenkönig!” (Hail, King of the Jews!) (fig.
11) (Pelikan 2003, 82).
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Figure 11. “Gegrüsset seist du, Judenkönig!” (Ail, King of the Jews!) Mvt 62

The first and second verses of Gerhardt’s “O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden” hymn
follow. Though these are the beginning verses of Gerhardt’s hymn, all of “O Haupt voll
Blut und Wunden” is based on the final section of the Latin poem “Salve caput
cruentatum.”
Salve caput cruentatum,
Totum spinis coronatum…
Dum me mori est necesse,
Noli mihi tunc deesse.
In tremenda mortis hora
Veni, Jesu, absque mora
Tuere me et libera

Hail, head, stained with blood,
All crowned with thorns…
When the moment comes that I must die,
Do not fail me then.
In the dreadful hour of death
Come, Jesus, without delay to guard me
And set me free (Pelikan 2003, 83)

Gerhardt’s reworking of the original Latin is another example of a Christian work
that transcends denominations. The famous Protestant theologian Philip Schaff (18191893) said, “This classical hymn has shown an imperishable vitality in passing from
Latin into the German, and from the German into the English, and proclaiming [its
message] in three tongues, and in the name of three Confessions – the Catholic, the
Lutheran and the Reformed” (Pelikan 2003, 84).
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Luther never wrote or adapted a specific Lenten hymn but held Gerhardt’s “O
Haupt voll Blut und Wunden” so close to his heart it became one of the most cherished
Lutheran hymns of all time.
The fourth appearance of the “Passion Chorale” is the only chorale in the St.
Matthew Passion in which the chorus sings two stanzas. Of notice is Bach’s emphasis in
setting the text “Gegrüβet seist du mir” (Let me hail thee!) again so that only sincerity
and admiration is bestowed on Jesus as the true King (fig. 12). The Roman soldier’s
mockery is given little attention (D. Hill 1996, 529).

Figure 12. “O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden” (O Head Full of Blood and Wounded) Mvt
63
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O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden,
Voll Schmerz und voller Hohn,
O Haupt, zu Spott gebunden
Mit einer Dornenkron,
O Haupt, sonst schön gezieret
Mit höchster Her und Zier,
Jetzt aber hoch schimpfieret,
Gegrüβet seist du mir!
Du edles Angesichte,
Dafür sonst schrickt und scheut
Das groβe Weltgerichte,
Wie bist du so bespeit;
Wie bist du so erbleichet!
Wer hat dein Augenlicht,
Dem sonst kein Licht nicht gleichet,
So schändlich zugericht?

O head, full of blood and wounds,
Full of sorrow and full of scoffing!
O head, wreathed for mockery
With a crown of thorns!
O head, once beautifully adorned
With highest honor and renown,
But now highly abused:
Let me hail thee!
Thou noble countenance,
Before which shrinks and cowers
The great weight of the world,
How art thou spat upon!
How pallid art thou!
Who has treated the light of thine eyes,
Light that no light else can equal,
So shamefully amiss? (Young 1994, 62)

Wenn ich einmal soll scheiden (When some time I must depart) Mvt 72
“Wenn ich einmal soll scheiden” is the final appearance of the “Passion Chorale”
and final chorale in the entirety of the St. Matthew Passion (fig. 13). Bach gives this
chorale a bare key signature, no sharps and no flats. Considering Chafe’s spiritual tonal
theory regarding sharps and flats, Bach shows Jesus’s departing spirit by hinting at the
possibility of a C major key signature, but he quickly moves to its relative a minor. To
make it more ambiguous, he showers the chorale with both flat and sharp accidentals
leaving us only to contemplate our own death.
This chorale is heard directly after the Evangelist sings the words of Matthew
27:50, [And Jesus cried again with a loud voice and gave up his spirit]. The death of
Jesus has always been tied to one’s own reflection of death and sin according to Martin
Luther (D. Hill 1996, 515). In Luther’s “Meditation on Christ’s Passion” he states that
Christians should “contemplate Christ’s passion . . . with a terror-stricken heart and a
despairing conscience.” Through Christ’s pains on the cross Luther wishes for people to
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Figure 13. “Wenn ich einmal soll scheiden” (When some time I Must depart) Mvt 72
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reflect on their own sins as the cause of Jesus’s suffering. Luther writes “when you see
the nails piercing Christ’s hands, you can be certain that it is your work. When you
behold His crown of thorns, you may rest assured that these are your evil thoughts”
(Luther and Lull 1989, 19).
“Wenn ich einmal soll scheiden” reveals humanity’s fear of death conquered by
the hope of salvation in Jesus Christ, reflecting the essential theme in the Passion story.
For Lutherans in Bach’s time, understanding salvation and the personal struggle with sin
was an important issue. Luther stated, “But now, since God has taken my salvation out of
my hands into his, making it depend on his choice and not mine, and has promised to
save me, not by my own work or exertion but by his grace and mercy...” (Luther and Lull
1989, 19). This doctrine had been a core concept in Bach’s education from an early age.
Death should not be feared by the faithful and when they do feel fear, they are comforted
by “Thy strength.” Death is not the end, but the beginning, for the soul never dies. Based
on Bach’s theological studies and personal experience with death, he frequently used
chorales to navigate the complexities of death and salvation (Bettmann 1995, 50-52).
Wenn ich einmal soll scheiden,
So scheide nicht von mir,
Wenn ich den Tod soll leiden,
So tritt du den herfür!
Wenn mir am allerbängsten
Wird um das Herze sein,
So reiβ mich aus den Ängsten
Kraft deiner Angst und Pein!

When once I must depart,
Do not depart from me;
When I must suffer death,
Then stand thou by me!
When I most full of fear
At heart shall be,
Then snatch me from the terrors
Of fear and pain by thy strength!
(Young 1994, 64-65)

Bach’s understanding of Christian theology is consistently evident in the chorales
of his St. Matthew Passion. His lifelong theological education, in the midst of Orthodox
Lutheranism, equipped him with the necessary tools to express the Gospel in his music.
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In his chorales, Bach acknowledges the power death has to sway humanity’s emotions
and sinful nature. However, he always shows how through one’s faith in Christ, sin and
death can be conquered.
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CHAPTER 6.
PIETISM IN THE ST. MATTHEW PASSION
One of the most influential books in Bach’s library was Heinrich Müller’s
Evangelisches Praeservativ wider den Schaden Josephs (Evangelical Preservative
Against the Ruin of Joseph), which contains eight of his sermons (Leaver 1985, 31).
Some musicologists agree that the most influential texts on the St. Matthew Passion are
“the sermons of Heinrich Müller above all” (Chafe 1991, 337-338). Müller believed that
the core principles of Orthodox Lutheranism were being abandoned. Once he described
the font, the pulpit, the confessional, and the altar as “the four dumb idols” of the
Lutheran Church. Bach owning this book suggests that he too saw the complications in
the orthodox faith (Stanford 2010). “Mystical devotion was possible within both
Orthodoxy and Pietism, a fact which has complicated attempts to classify both Müller
and Bach” in regards to their spiritual stand on Christianity, but neither man cared for the
religious title bestowed upon them (Irwin 1985, 12). Their piety derived from a desire to
be like Christ. It was not driven by the theological dogmas of one group of people, but
was derived from spiritual truths revealed to humanity by God, through Jesus Christ.
(Irwin 1985, 12).
Picander was a Lutheran Pietist and connected deeply with Müller and his
sermons. His extravagant libretto writing is a testament of that connection, even though
Picander thought himself a mediocre poet compared to the music “of the incomparable
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Herr Capellmeister Bach” (Bettmann 1995, 128). As mentioned earlier, Bach’s
musicality trumped Picander’s poetry, so there is good reason that a few words or phrases
in the libretto may have been more Bach than Picander. Pietism had followed Bach from
childhood through adulthood. In his St. Matthew Passion, it is obvious that Pietism was a
significant part of his faith. Because of the lack of ideological guidelines between the two
sects of Lutheranism, it can be difficult to distinguish between the two. However, in
Bach’s St. Matthew Passion,
The recitatives and arias for individual voices (which he seems to have been
willing to use), as distinct from the sections for the chorus, ring all the changes
and sound all the themes of eighteenth-century Pietism: all the intense
subjectivity, the moral earnestness, and the rococo metaphors of Pietistic
homiletics, devotion, and verse. (Pelikan 2003, 57)
Looking at the recitatives and arias of the St. Matthew Passion while comparing them to
some of Heinrich Müller’s sermons and Spener’s Pia Desideria will show how they
directly influenced Picander and Bach when writing the libretto for the St. Matthew
Passion, leaving their Pietism mark.
Heinrich Müller was one of the most respected Lutheran preachers in the
seventeenth century. Heinrich was a child of the Thirty Years’ War. He experienced the
hardship and religious turmoil in Europe during that period. His parents were forced to
leave the Hanseatic city of Rostock where his father, Peter Müller, was a successful
merchant. The family found sanctuary in Lübeck, and it is here Heinrich was born. When
the war came to an end, the Müllers returned to Rostock where Heinrich’s father
immediately became the leader of church duties for the small city. Peter Müller was able
to afford the best education for Heinrich and started his son’s theological studies at a very
young age. Heinrich studied Greek and Latin until the age of thirteen when he entered the
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University of Rostock to study theology. Before reaching the age of twenty Heinrich
received a master’s degree in theology and was given the opportunity to travel to the
universities of northern Germany to learn from the leading theologians of his day. Two
such theologians were Johann Benedict Carpzov II (1639-1699) and Georg Calixtos
(1586-1656). By 1653, Müller earned a doctoral degree in theology from the University
of Helmstedt. In 1662, he returned home to Rostock as a professor of Greek and
Theology at his alma mater. Müller was dubbed superintendent of the Church of Rostock
in 1671 and would remain there until his death in 1675 (Old 1998a, 392-93).
All of Müller’s sermons reflect a realistic piety and a sincere devotion to the
reformed theology. Unfortunately there are no modern editions of Müller’s Evangelisches
Praeservativ wider den Schaden Josephs. Thanks to author and theologian Hughes
Oliphant Old, a professor of Reformed Theology and Worship at Erskine Theological
Seminary, four of Müller’s sermons have been translated and paraphrased in his book The
Reading and Preaching of the Scriptures: In the Worship of the Christian Church Volume
4 the Age of the Reformation. The four sermons are derived from Muller’s Ausgewählte
Predigten. Examining Müller’s sermons will show how they influenced Bach and
Picander’s piety in the St. Matthew Passion (Old 1998a, 393).
The first sermon to be examined bears a title that is in itself a pietistic claim:
“Preaching as worship.” The code of conduct on how preachers were supposed to preach
and behave is the sixth reform idea listed in Philip Jacob Spener’s book, Pia Desideria.
Müller addresses this issue by humbling himself, rather than pointing out the details of
their corruptions. He truly worships as he preaches his sermon. He introduces his own
questions, the hard questions, and comes to understand that the unknown will become
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known only through faith (Old 1998a, 393).
Müller preaches on the marvelous wonders of Mother Mary, the Christ child, and
the miraculous birth. The miraculous birth can be a story of humility. At first reaction to
Mary’s pregnancy, Joseph “had in mind to divorce her quietly” (Matt. 1:19). Yet, Joseph
accepted that something supernatural had happened, a miracle. A force outside of human
nature had impregnated Mary and Joseph believed that to be the truth, regardless of his
ability to understand the miracle. Scripture can invoke people’s humility when presented
in the mysterious shadow of the miraculous. Joseph accepted the possibility of the
impossible. Müller humbly admits that he “wants to meditate on the mystery of God’s
revelation in human flesh,” displaying his own ignorance of God’s plan yet welcoming
the unknowns of “God’s revelation.” He sets an example for preachers to be more
tentative when presenting their theology (Old 1998a, 393).
Müller was referring to the Communion when he said “meditate on the mystery of
God’s revelation in human flesh.” Because both Bach and Picander were admirers of
Müller, there is good reason to believe that they read those very words written in Müller’s
Ausgewählte Predigten. Regardless, both men took the time to meditate on the
Communion. This is evident in the soprano recitative just after Jesus conducts the first
Lord’s Supper (fig. 14).
Wiewohl mein Herz in Tränen schwimmt,
Daβ Jesus von mir Abschied nimmt,
So macht mich doch sein Testament erfreut:
Sein Fleisch und Blut, o Kostbarkeit,
Vermacht er mir in meine Hände.
Wie er es auf der Welt mit denen Seinen
Nicht böse können meinen,
So liebt er sie bis an das Ende.
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Although my heart swims in tears
Because Jesus takes leave of us,
Yet his testament makes me glad.
His flesh and blood, o preciousness,
He bequeaths into my hands.
As he, in the world, with his own
Could not think evil,
So he still loves them to the end.
(Young 1994, 49)

Figure 14. “Wiewohl mein Herz in Tränen schwimmt” (Although my heart swims in
tears) Mvt 18
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In pietistic style, Picander use extravagant imagery to keep the focus of the
Communion on the personal emotions of the individual believer. The movement presents
both joy and sadness – joy that Christ has “instituted the communion at the Last Supper”
and sadness that Jesus is heading to the cross. The recitative becomes a personal
experience for the listener instead of a presentation of the theological dogmas that
surround the Communion. Picander’s intricate texts are guided by two “oboi d’ amore”
(the slightly deeper-pitched sibling of the standard oboe). Bach’s musical arrangement
provides a remarkably lyrical and delicate accompaniment for the soloist (Elferen 2009,
35). The pious emotions of the Last Supper are met with Bach’s fluent transfer from
major to minor keys. By pairing the soprano’s highest pitches with the words Wiewohl
(Although), Jesus (Jesus), Blut (Blood), and Liebt (Love) he accents the message of the
recitative. Out of love, Jesus sheds His blood.
The mentioning of “tears” is a reminder of Pietist introspection. Much like the
poets and musicians of the Romantic era, Pietists rapport with death was not always a
negative view. Though often accompanied by melancholy descriptions, it is in the “tears”
they found hope. For Pietists, “tears” have redemptive power. That is to say that the
grieving, fearing, and weeping that accompanies Christ’s death is displayed to the world
with one’s tears. Crying tears for Christ is a physical sign of true faith and redemption
from the Pietist perspective:
Perhaps nowhere in the Pietist religious poetry of the eighteenth century – and
almost certainly nowhere in the religious music of the eighteenth century – is the
subtlety of that interrelation between the subjectivity of tears and the
contemplation of the suffering Christ handled with more exquisite sensitivity than
in the alto recitative and aria in the Matthew Passion, ‘Erbarmet.’ (Pelikan 2003,
63)
The aria, “Können Tränen meiner Wangen” (If the tears on my cheeks), contains the
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pietistic tears and acts as an artificial climax to the massive work. However, it’s the
recitative, “Erbarm es Gott!” (Have mercy God!), that lights the way for the aria.
Perfectly complementing “Können Tränen meiner Wangen,” “Erbarm es Gott!” cries for
the injustice done to Jesus to stop.
Erbarm es Gott!
Hier steht der Heiland angebunden.
O Geiβelung, o Schläg, o Wunden!
Ihr Henker, haltet ein!
Erweichet euch
Der Seelen Schmerz,
Der Anblick solches Jammers nicht?
Ach ja! Ihr habt ein Herz,
Das muβ der Martersäule gleich
Und noch viel härter sein.
Erbarmt euch, haltet ein!

Have mercy, God!
Here stands the Savior bound
O scourging, o blows, o wounds!
Ye tormenters, cease!
Are ye not softened
By the pain of your souls,
Nor by the sight of such grief?
Ah yes! Ye have a heart
That must be like the whipping post,
Or even harder still.
Have mercy, cease! (Young 1994, 61)

Müller’s theology and Picander’s poetry are met in perfect harmony with Bach’s
“figurative treatment” of the text in this sacred aria. Bach introduces the first part of the
melody as Jesus is receiving endless lashings from the whips. To illustrate the scene,
specifically the flogging, Bach uses a vigorous dotted rhythm played in the violins and
violas (fig. 15).
Figure 15. “Erbarm’ es Gott!” (Have mercy God!) Mvt 60
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His application of tone-painting and musical delineation invokes the pietistic subjectivity.
The second part of the melody is more melodic, less rhythmical. Bach gives the melody
deeper dimensions, applying the much-needed drama to fit Picander’s libretto. He ends
the movement suddenly on a high note despite the overall descent of the melody. With
his distinguishable instrumentation, Bach is very blunt regarding his theology (fig. 16)
(Lederer 2008, 87-88).
‘Können Tränen’ is a movement of intensity, profundity, breadth, and power. ‘If
the tears on my cheeks achieve nothing, ah, then take my heart,’ the singer
addresses God in Henrici’s (Picander’s) highly symbolic verse. ‘But let it for the
streams, when the wounds bleed gently, also be the sacrificial cup.’ Once we
consider the meaning of the words, the grandeur of Bach’s falling figure becomes
obvious: he is painting in tone the initial image of the falling tears of the faithful,
which connects with the image of the blood streaming from Jesus’s wounds,
provoking those pious tears. (Lederer 2008, 88)
Figure 16. “Können Tränen meiner Wangen:” Aber laβt es bei den Fluten (But then let
amidst the streaming) Mvt 61

Müller’s next sermon The Struggles of the Soul, is taken from Matthew 4:1-11,
not the Passion story, but the temptation story. Traditionally this Gospel in terms of
Lutheran lectionary establishes the beginning of Lent; yet, Müller fails to mention Lent at
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all in his sermon. Tradition would have him preach about Lent, but “understanding the
text in the context of the liturgical calendar never seems to cross his mind” (Old 1998a,
395).
According to Hughes Oliphant Old, “No translation can do justice to Müller’s
magnificent use of words. The variety of his vocabulary, his alliterations, his rhythms,
and his balanced phrases all reveal him to be a master of the use of his native language”
(Old 1998a, 405). Müller’s clever use of the vernacular, the extravagant language, and
the imagery paint a clear picture for the audience. Like Spener, Müller strived to better
communicate with the lower class. Using the vernacular of the common people is one of
the same techniques Christ used when preaching. One example of this is Jesus’ frequent
use of parables employing situations common to his listeners. Müller goes on to explain
that those who would like to teach must understand that they will deal with greater
temptations or simply, “Ein Lehrer, ein Leider,” (to be a teacher is to be a sufferer).
Müller was a clever linguist in the German language (Old 1998a, 395).
For Müller, the temptation story is teaching how to truly live a Christian life.
Believers can find peace knowing that their daily temptations can be overcome because
Christ overcame great temptations. “The devil has a quiver full of arrows. Now he uses
one; now he uses another; all aim at the same target, getting us to forget that we are
children of God” (Old 1998a, 396). This is how temptation is depicted by Müller in his
sermon. His vivid imagery and poetic wording in his sermons are the origins of
Picander’s libretto. You cannot read any of Picander’s recitatives or arias without
noticing these euphemistic descriptions. The text of the first alto recitative, “Du lieber
Heiland du,” displays a beautiful mental image while displaying the disciples’ fall into
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temptation. This exquisite and complex recitative has come to be known as the “motivic
accompagnatos” among musicologists (Lederer 2008, 50).
Du lieber Heiland du,
Wenn deine Jünger töricht straiten,
Daβ dieses fromme Weib
Mit Salben deinen Leib
Zum Grabe will bereiten,
So lass emir inzwischen zu,
Von meiner Augen Tränenflüssen
Ein Wasser auf dein Haupt zu gieβen!

Beloved Savior thou,
Midst thy disciples’ foolish quarrel,
Because this loyal dame
Thy body with her oils
To bury would make ready,
O in the meanwhile grant me this,
From these mine eyes’ own streams
of weeping
To pour upon thy head an ointment!
(Young 1994, 47)

Here a woman has poured ointment over Jesus’ body to prepare Him for burial
and the disciples complain that she could have sold the ointment and given the money to
the poor. Jesus, of course, explains that this is a kind thing she has done, and that it must
be done to prepare His body for His inevitable crucifixion and death. Picander exalts the
woman and calls her “loyal” while describing the disciples as “fools.” In Jesus’ recitative
before, Bach has His vocal line and the string accompaniment fall downward, tone
painting the grave with the word begraben (burial) (Lederer 2008, 50) (fig. 17).
Figure 17. “Da das Jesus merkete” (When Jesus noticed that) Mvt 8
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He then has the alto sing as if she were the woman pleading to Jesus. As the alto pleads to
allow her tears to flow on Jesus as an ointment, Bach’s pleas are heard and his tears felt
in the music. Bach has both flutes accompany the singer as all three descend in an Fsharp harmonic-minor scale to the phrase “Von meiner Augen Tränenflüssen (From these
mine eyes’ own streams of weeping) (fig. 18).
Figure 18. “Du Lieber Heiland du” (Thou, Thou dear Redeemer) Mvt 9

Again tears play a significant Pietist role in the libretto, but another specific theology can
be found in the disciples’ failure to see their own sins.
Another stamp of Pietist spirituality that is spread throughout Bach’s St. Matthew
Passion is the self-awareness of sin. The very first aria, “Buβ’ und Reu’” (Guilt and
Pain), which directly follows “Du lieber Heiland du” (Belovèd Savior thou), cuts right to
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the point of self-evident sin. Now, of course, to feel guilty over one’s sins had been an
element of Christianity from the beginning. This paper has already shown Martin
Luther’s struggle with the guilt of his sinful nature. Grace set him free. Yet, grace is
“accompanied, and in fact preceded, by a recognition of one’s sinful state” (Pelikan 2003,
61). Guilt is like a weight at the gym. The individual lifts the dumbbell to gain strength
but once he or she can no longer bear its weight, it must be set down. So too guilt can
motivate the believer to right the wrongs and strengthen the body and spirit, but the guilt
must be let go or its weight will burden the soul. Sometimes Pietists’ anguish over their
own sins was without balance or control. Their anxiety of sinning caused Pietists to take
away God-given freedoms. One example of this is that all Christians at the time
condemned overly-sexual dancing, but Pietists went so much further. August Hermann
Francke suggested no “games and other pastimes such as dancing, jumping, and so forth”
(Pelikan 2003, 61).
Because of Bach’s divine view of music and the arts, it is at this extreme level of
Pietism that he disentangles himself from the denomination. Bach even incorporates a
distinctive Italian dance rhythm in the melody to show the balanced harmony of the arts
and true piety. All arts have the power to preach a positive message or a negative one, but
people must be free to make the choice. A message some Pietists failed to understand is
that freewill has its rewards and consciences.
Buβ und Reu’
Knirscht das Sündenherz entzwei
Daβ die Tropten meiner Zähren
Angenehme Spezerei,
Treuer Jesu, dir geb

	
  

Guilt and pain
Break the sinful heart in twain,
So the teardrops of my weeping
A most soothing precious balm,
Beloved Jesus, thee doth offer.
(Young 1994, 47)
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Bach opens with a lament figure to match the bewailing of “guilt and pain.”
Establishing the feeling of spiritual anxiety, he repeats the crying figure again and again,
“making the impression of guilt seem obsessive.” Bach once again paints the tears of
Picander by uses two flutes to display the image of teardrops weeping (fig. 19).
Figure 19. “Buβ und Reu:” Dab die Tropten meiner Zahren (So the teardrops of my
weeping) Mvt 10

The opening section is repeated in the da capo form but Bach may have selected the form
so as to state once again that a believer must acknowledge one’s “guilt and pain” due to
the self-awareness of sins.
Picander’s poetic skills flow from Müller’s inspiring sermons and then are
skillfully met by Bach’s rich musical imagery. The aria is brief, yet the layering of
theology, psychology, poetry, and musicality make it a gregarious meditative aria.
Pietistic symbolism can be found in all of the St. Matthew Passion, but nowhere as
abundantly as in this small aria (Lederer 2008, 50-53).
It is peculiar that the St. Matthew Passion contains so many obvious Pietist
influences, yet Pietist ideology was very harsh towards elaborate church music.
Particularly to make a Passion setting anything more extravagant than simple
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congregational hymns was an abomination in the Pietist view. Ironically, it is in Bach’s
Passions and cantatas that his Pietist influence in most evident, distinctively in the
librettos.
Bach’s application of Pietist theology in his St. Matthew Passion, and his many
other works containing Pietist theology, are the primary sources of his openness to the
Pietists’ view of Christianity. Historical documents “possess no utterance of his, written
or verbal, against the new sect” of Lutheranism. Bach’s ownership of Pietist literature
suggest his interest in the sect, but it is ultimately his music which echoes his personal
beliefs regarding the movement (Schweitzer 1966, 169).
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CHAPTER 7.
CONCLUSION
As researchers have discovered from both Bach’s inscriptions on his music and
from the often–spiritual content, Bach asserted that his Christian faith was the source of
his music. His St. Matthew Passion reveals a devotion to Christ that cannot be overstated.
The two biggest theological influences in his life came from two branches of
Lutheranism, Orthodoxy and Pietism. Bach grew up interacting with the two sects
frequently, and came to understand the two sects’ theology very well. Orthodox
Lutheranism was a call to reform the Catholic Church back to Christ’s true teachings just
as Pietism was a call for Orthodox Lutherans to correctly follow Christ’s true teachings.
Because of these similarities, the religious allegory presented in the St. Matthew Passion
is often hard to differentiate; however, Bach’s masterful compositional style presents the
two denominations’ most genuine theology (Leaver 1985, 13-16).
Most musicologists agree that Bach was an Orthodox Lutheran. The study of
church records, letters written by Bach, his Calov Bible, and his music indicate this.
Because Lutheranism was such a large part of Bach’s religious views, Lutheran theology
needed to be understood to properly grasp Bach’s faith (Leaver 1985, 13-16).
A comprehensive understanding of Luther’s Christian faith was vital to identify
with Bach and his St. Matthew Passion. Most of Luther’s writings have been preserved
despite the Catholic Church’s efforts to silence him and his theology. Luther was an
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extraordinary man whose life was filled with much drama and adventure, opening many
paths to researchers of his life and theology (D. Wilson 2010).
Bach’s placement of Lutheran hymns in the St. Matthew Passion reveals his
connection to Luther’s theology and his ability to successfully present Christian doctrine
through music (Pelikan 2002, 18). Bach desired
to show on a large canvas what sort of input modern music – his music – could
have in defining and strengthening Christian belief. None of his peers, and
certainly none of his predecessors, had ambitions for exegetical music of an
equivalent complexity or scale. None could match the depth of his elaborately
patterned music – his meshing of narrative and reflection, of scriptural chronicles
and theologically shaped poetic texts. (Gardiner 2013, 348)
The true origin of Bach’s and Luther’s faith is derived from Jesus Christ and his message.
Both men shared the belief that music is of divine origin just as Christ is divine.
Therefore music can and should be used to portray Christian theology, to worship and
praise God, and motivate reflection and meditation amongst believers (Pelikan 2003, 1428).
Many Pietist preachers spoke against the arts, specifically music and dancing,
which were believed to invoke sinful behavior. Though this was in fact true in many
cases, music and dancing had value in glorifying God and leading people to Christ. To tie
such heavy shackles to the art of music was not only destroying the harm music may
produce, but it was also destroying any good it could produce as well. For Bach, music
must be free to further develop the art of glorifying God; therefore, he could have never
fully been committed to the Pietist views of the arts. Instead, he embraced their sincere
devotion toward Christendom and used his art to convey a universal Christian message in
his music (Pelikan 2003, 60-62).
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Bach was drawn to the purity of their devotion toward the Christian faith. He
owned many Pietist books and Pietist allegory can be found in an abundance of his
compositions (Leaver 1985, 24). Philipp Spener’s Pia Desideria and Pietist preachers’s
sermons like those of Heinrich Müller played a significant role in Bach’s life and the
construction of his St. Matthew Passion. His Pietist librettist Picander would ultimintly
assist Bach in leaving a Pietist thumbprint in the St. Matthew Passion.
Studying the origins and leaders of the two Christian groups is only the tip of the
iceberg. Bach encountered a variety of religions and diverse ways of thinking. He was
influenced by many different sects of Christianity, including obscure groups such as
mysticism. Some non-religions entities influenced him as well; the Enlightenment Period
helped develop Bach’s faith in scientific matters and kept his faith grounded in reason
(Herz 1946, 124-29). The historical analyses of Bach’s music suggest that he kept an
open mind regarding other Christian denominations and other religions, while
maintaining that Jesus was “the way and the truth and the life” (John 14:6).
Bach was, in retrospect, by C. S. Lewis’s definition, a “mere Christian.” Lewis
was a popular theologian who expressed his beliefs hundreds of years after Bach’s death.
Yet, based on an historical study of Bach’s life, this passage from C. S. Lewis’s Mere
Christianity may best describe Bach’s mindset concerning religion.
If you are a Christian you do not have to believe that all the other religions are
simply wrong all through. If you are an atheist you do have to believe that the
main point in all the religions of the whole world is simply one huge mistake. If
you are a Christian, you are free to think that all those religions, even the queerest
ones, contain at least some hint of the truth. . . . But, of course, being a Christian
does mean thinking that where Christianity differs from other religions,
Christianity is right and they are wrong. As in arithmetic – there is only one right
answer to a sum, and all other answers are wrong; but some of the wrong answers
are much nearer being right than others. (Lewis 1952, 35)
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The St. Matthew Passion is a Christian piece of music, yet, it is appreciated by a
diverse audience. It is entirely possible that one, religious or not, could be moved by its
daunting melodies and or memorized by its passionate libretto. However, to spiritually
connect with Bach one must dip their toes into the Christian faith. Bach was a Christian
first and foremost. It wasn’t Luther’s reformation or Spener’s Piety that motivated Bach
according to biographers who have delved heavily into Bach’s life, it was Jesus’s
compassion and love. In the St. Matthew Passion, the listener will hear Orthodox
Lutheranism, Pietism, Catholicism, Calvinism, and mysticism; but ultimately he or she
will hear Bach, the obedient disciple of Jesus Christ.
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Appendix A
Analysis of St. Matthew Passion, BWV 244
Part I
Mvt

Style

Title

Key

Time
Signature
12/8

Characters

Instrumentation

1

Chorus/
Chorale

Em

2

Recitative

3

Chorale

Kommt, ihr
Töchter, helfit
mir klagen +
Chorale O Lamm
Gottes unschuldi
glike a motto
Da Jesus diese
Rede vollendet
hatte
Herzliebster Jesu

4

Recitative

5

Chorus

6

Recitative

7

Chorus

8

Choruses 1
and 2

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo

G
→Bm

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

Matt. 26:1-2

Bm

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Da versammleten
sich
Ja nicht auf das
Fest

D
→C
C

4/4

Evangelst

2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Matt. 26:5

Da nun Jesus was
zu Bethanien
Wozu dienet
dieser Unrat

C
→Am
Am
→Dm

4/4

Evangelist

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

4/4

Chorus 1

Matt. 26:8-9

Recitative

Da das Jesus
merkete

Bb
→Em

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

9

Recitative

Du lieber Heiland

4/4

Alto

10

Aria

Buβ und Reu

Bm
→F#
m
F#m

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
Basso Continuo

3/8

Alto

Picander

11

Recitative
Aria

D
→Bm
Bm

4/4

12

Da ging hin der
Zwölfen einer
Blute nur, du
liebes Herz!

4/4

Evangelist,
Judas
Soprano

2 Flutes
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

13

Recitative

G

4/4

Evangelist

14

Chorus

Aber am ersten
Tage der süβen
Brot
Wo willst du, daβ
wir dir bereiten

G

3/4

Chorus 1

99

2 Flutes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo

Text
Source
Picander +
Nicolus
Decius

Johann
Heermann

Matt. 26:3-4

Matt. 26:6-8

Matt. 26:1013
Picander

Matt. 26:1416
Picander

Matt. 26:17
Matt. 26:17

15

Recitative

Gehet hin in die
Stadt zu Einem

G
→C

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

Recitative

Und sie wurden
sehr betrübt
Herr, bin ich’s?

Bb
→Fm
Fm
→Cm

4/4

Evangelist

4/4

Chorus 1

Chorus

16

Chorale

Ich bin’s, ich
sollte büβen

Ab

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

17

Recitative

Er antwortete und
sprach

Fm
→G

4/4
→6/4

18

Recitative

Em
→C

4/4

19

Aria

G

6/8

Soprano

20

Recitative

Bm
→E

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

21

Choale
♪

Wiewohl mein
Herz in Tränen
schwimmt
Ich will dir mein
Herze
Und da sie den
Lobgesang
gesprochen
hatten
Erkenne mich,
mein Hüter

Evangelist,
Jesus,
Judas
Soprano

E

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

22

Recitative

Petrus aber
antwortete

A
→Gm

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus, Peter

23

Chorale
♪

Ich will hier bei
dir stehen

Eb

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

24

Recitative

F
→Ab

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

25

Recitative
/Chorale

Da kam Jesus mit
ihnen zu einem
Hofe
Hier zittert das
gequälte Herz

Fm
→G

4/4

Tenor,
Chorus 2

26

Aria

Ich will bei
meinem Jesu
wachen

Cm

4/4

Tenor,
Chorus 2

27

Recitative

Und ging hi nein
wenig

B
→Gm

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

28

Recitative

Dm
→Bb

4/4

Bass

29

Aria

Der Heiland fällt
vor seinem Vater
nieder
Gerne will ich
mich bequemen

Gm

3/8

Bass

100

2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:1821

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Oboe d’amores
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:22

2 Oboe d’amores
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo

Picander

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboe da caccias
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
Oboe
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Basso Continuo

Paul
Gerhardt

Matt. 26:22

Paul
Gerhardt
Matt. 26:2329
Picander

Matt. 26:3032

Matt. 26:3335
Paul
Gerhardt
Matt. 26:3638
Picander &
Johann
Heermann
Picander

Matt. 26:39
Picander
Picander

30

Recitative

Und er kam zu
seinen Jüngern

F
→Bm

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

31

Chorale

Was mein Gott
will, das g’scheh
allzeit

Bm

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

32

Recitative

D
→G

4/4

33

Duet

Und er kam und
fand sie aber
schlafend
Si ist mein Jesus
nun gefangen

Em

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus,
Judas
Soprano,
Alto,
Chorus 2

Chorus

Sind Blitze, sind
Donner in
Wolken
verschwunden?

Em

3/8

Choruses 1
&2

34

Recitative

Und siehe, einer
aus denen

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

35

Chorale

O Mensch bewein
dein Sünde groβ

F#
→C#
m
E

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboe d’amores
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:4042

2 Flutes
Oboe d’amore
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Picander

Albrecht,
Margrave of
Brandenburg
-Culmbach
Matt. 26:4350
Picander

Picander

Matt. 26:5156
Sebald
Heyden

Part II
36

Aria

Ach! Nun ist
mein Jesus

Bm

3/8

Alto,
Chorus 2

37

Recitative

Evangelist

Chorale

B
→Dm
Bb

4/4

38

Die aber Jesum
gegriffen hatten
Mir hat die Welt
trüglich gericht’

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

39

Recitative

Gm

4/4

40

Recitative

Und wiewohl viel
falsche Zeugen
herzutraten
Mein Jesus
schweigt

A
→Am

4/4

Evangelist,
Pontifex,
Alto, Tenor
Tenor

41

Aria

Geduld! Wenn
mich falsche
Zungen stechen

Am

4/4

Tener

101

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Oboes
Viola da gamba
Basso Continuo
Viola da gamba
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:5760
Adam
Reusner

Matt. 26:6063
Picander
Picander

42

Recitative
Chorus

43

Recitative
Chorus

Und der
Hohepriester
antwortete
Er ist des Todes
schuldig!

Em

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus,
Pontifex
Choruses 1
&2

G

4/4

Da speieten sie
aus
Weissage uns,
Christe

C
→Dm
Dm
→F

4/4

Evangelist

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

44

Chorale

Wer hat dich so
geschlagen

F

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

45

Recitative

Petrus aber saβ
drauβen

A
→D

4/4

Chorale

Wahrlich, du bist
auch einer

D
→A

4/4

Evangelist,
Peter, 2
maids
Chorus 2

46

Recitative
Aria

C#
→F#m
Bm

4/4

47

Da hub er an, sich
zu verfluchen
Erbarme dich

48

Chorale

Bin ich gleich
von dir gewichen

F#m
→A

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

49

Recitative

Des Morgens aber
hielten alle
Hohepriester
Was gehet uns
das an?

F#m
→B

4/4

Evangelist,
Judas

B
→Em

3/4

Choruses 1
&2

Und er warf die
Silberlinge in den
Tempel
Gebt mir meinen
Jesum wieder!

Am
→Bm

4/4

G

4/4

Evangelist,
Pontifex 1
&2
Bass

Sie hielten aber
einen Rat

Em
→D

4/4

Chorus

50

Recitative

51

Aria

52

Recitative

12/8

Evangelist,
Peter
Alto

Evangelist,
Jesus,
Pilate

102

2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:6366

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:68

2 Flutes
Oboe
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:73

Solo Violin
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 26:66

Matt. 26:67

Paul
Gerhardt

Matt. 26:6973

Matt. 26:7475
Picander

Johann Rist

Matt. 27:1-4

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 27:4

Solo Violin
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo

Picander

Matt. 27:5-6

Matt. 27:714

53

Chorale
♪

Befiehl du deine
Wege

D

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

54

Recitative

Auf das Fest aber
hatte der
Landpfleger
Gewohnheit
Laβ ihn
kreuzigen!

E
→Am

4/4

Am
→B

4/4

Evangelist,
Pilate,
Pilate’s
Wife
Choruses 1
&2

Chorus

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Paul
Gergardt

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 27:22

2 Oboe da caccias
Basso Continuo
Flute
2 Oboe da caccisa

Picander

Matt. 27:1522

55

Chorale

Wie
wunderbarlich ist
doch diese Strafe!

Bm

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

56

Recitative

Bm

4/4

57

Recitative

4/4

Aria

Em
→C
Am

Evangelist,
Pilate
Soprano

58

3/4

Soprano

59

Recitative

Der Landpfleger
sagte
Er hat uns allen
wohlgetan
Aus Liebe will
mein Heiland
sterben
Sie schrieen aber
noch mehr
Laβ ihn
kreuzigen!

Em

4/4

Evangelist

Basso Continuo

Matt. 27:23

Bm
→C#

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Matt. 27:23

Da aber Pilatus
sahe
Sein Blut komme
über uns

C#
→Bm
Bm
→D

4/4

Evangelist,
Pilate
Choruses 1
&2

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Da gab er ihnen
Barrabam los
Erbarm es Gott!

D
→Em
F
→Gm

4/4

Evangelist

4/4

Alto

Können Tränen
meiner Wangen
Da nahmen die
Kriegsknechte
Gegrüβet seist du,
Jüdenköbig!

Gm

3/4

Alto

F
→Dm
Dm
→A

4/4

Evangelist

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Und speieten ihn
an
O Haupt voll Blut
und Wunden

Dm

4/4

Evangelist

Dm
→F

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Chorus

Recitative
Chorus

Recitative
60

Recitative

61

Aria

62

Recitative
Chorus

Recitative
63

Chorale
♪

4/4
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2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Violins
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo

Johann
Heermann

Matt. 27:23

Picander

Matt. 27:2425
Matt. 27:25

Matt. 27:26
Picander
Picander
Matt. 27:2729
Matt. 27-29

Matt. 27:30
Paul
Gerhardt

64

Recitative

65

Recitative

66

Aria

67

Recitative
Chorus

Recitative
Chorus

68

Recitative

69
70

Recitative
Aria

71

Recitative
Chorus

Recitative
Chorus

Recitative
72

Chorale
♪

73

Recitative
Chorus

Recitative

	
  

Und da sie ihn
verspottet hatten
Ja freilich will in
uns

Am

4/4

Evangelist

Basso Continuo

F
→Dm

4/4

Bass

Komm, süβes
Kreuz
Und da sie an die
Stätte kamen
Der du den
Tempel Gottes
zerbrichst

Dm

4/4

Bass

C
→F#
F#
→Bm

4/4

Evangelist

2 Flutes
Viola da Gamba
Basso Continuo
Viola da Gamba
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Desgleichen auch
die Hohenpriester
Andern hat er
geholfen

F#
→Em
Em

4/4

Evangelist

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Desgleichen
schmäheten ihn
Ach Golgatha
Sehet, Jesus hat
die Hand

G
→Cm
Ab
Eb

4/4

Evangelist

4/4
4/4

Alto
Alto,
Choruses 1
&2

Und von der
sechsten Stunde
an
Der rufet dem
Elias!

Eb
→Cm

4/4

Evangelist,
Jesus

Cm
→F

4/4

Chorus 1

Und bald life
einer unter ihnen
Halt! Laβ sehen

F
→Gm
Gm
→Dm

4/4

Evangelist

4/4

Chorus 2

Aber Jesus
schriee abermal
laut
Wenn ich einmal
soll scheiden

Dm
→Am

4/4

Evangelist

Am

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Und siehe da, der
Vorhang im
Tempel zerriss
Wahrlich, dieser
ist Gottes Sohn
gewesen

C
→Ab

4/4

Evangelist

Ab

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Und es waren viel
Weiber da

Eb
→Bb

4/4

Evangelist
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2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

2 Oboes
2 Oboe da caccias
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
Oboe
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 27:3132
Picander
Picander
Matt. 27:3339
Matt. 27:40

Matt. 27:41
Matt. 27:4244

Matt. 27:44
Picander
Picander

Matt. 27:4547
Matt. 27:47

Matt. 27:4849
Matt. 27-49

Matt. 27:50

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Paul
Gerhardt

2 Flutes
Oboe
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo

Matt. 27:54

Matt. 27:5154

Matt. 27:5559

74

Recitative

Am abend, da es
kühle was

Gm

4/4

Bass

75

Aria

Mache dich, mein
Herze, rein

Bb

12/8

Bass

76

Recitative

Und Joseph nahm
den Leib
Herr, wir haben
gedacht

Gm
→Eb
Eb
→D

4/4

Evangelist

4/4

Choruses 1
&2

Pilatus sprach zu
ihnen
Nun ist der Herr
zur Ruh gebracht

Gm
→Eb
Eb
→Cm

4/4

Wir setzen uns
mit Tränen nieder

Cm

3/4

Evangelist,
Pilate
Soprano,
Alto,
Tenor,
Bass,
Chorus 2
Choruses 1
&2

Chorus

Recitative
77

Recitative

78

Chorus

4/4

2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Oboe da caccias
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Violins
Viola
Basso Continuo

Picander
Picander

Matt. 27:5962
Matt. 27:6364

Matt. 27:6566
Picander

Picander

♪ “Passion Chorale” appearance
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Appendix B
Apostles’ Creed
I believe in God, the Father Almighty,
Maker of heaven and earth.
And in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord,
Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
Born of the Virgin Mary,
Suffered under Pontius Pilate,
Was crucified, died and was buried.
He descended into hell.
On the third day He rose again from the dead.
He ascended into heaven
And sits at the right hand of God the Father Almighty.
From thence He will come to judge the living and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
The holy catholic Church,
The communion of saints,
The forgiveness of sins,
The resurrection of the body,
And the life everlasting. Amen
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